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ABSTRACT 
 

This research presents an exploration of different ways of understanding the issue of 

climate change. The theoretical and methodological vehicle for doing so is a discourse 

approach based on a postmodern view of knowledge production. In particular the 

research examines the scientific and political construction of climate change as a 

problem pertaining to the universal thermodynamic properties of greenhouse gases. I 

argue that this has resulted in an authoritative and exclusive science-policy domain that 

surrounds climate change and also the proposed responses to the issue. This is 

problematic in both philosophical and political ways. 

The science-policy approach is based on the belief that scientific knowledge is 

objective and can be translated into policies in a linear fashion. I unmask this claim as 

to be problematic because it neglects the cultural and political contingency of 

knowledge. By means of a discourse analysis I show that the science-policy alliance is 

culturally rooted in a parent discourse based on industrialist-capitalist core values. The 

science-policy approach uses the reductionist formulation of climate change as 

pertaining exclusively to greenhouse gas concentrations and emissions in political 

ways. It works effectively towards defending industrialist-capitalist values by 

focussing on the energy sector alone. In this way, promoting green technologies by the 

aid of economic incentives, or encouraging carbon trading maintains the core values of 

economic growth and domination over nature that are inherent to industrialist-capitalist 

modes of thinking. 

This dominant science-policy approach marginalises alternative perspectives and 

effectively excludes them from the decision making process. This is unjustified and 

shows the hegemonic grip that science exerts in terms of speaking truth to power. By 

looking at the Waitati Transition Town I identified an alternative discourse that is 

based on the core values of moral responsibility, social justice, harmony and 

togetherness.  

The participants of the Waitati Transition Town incorporate their thoughts about 

climate change into a socio-cultural context that enables them to draw connections 

between the issue of climate change and other socio-ecological and socio-economic 

issues like resource depletion, pollution, biodiversity loss and economic instability.  
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Through participating in various community initiatives ranging from the pursuit of 

renewable energy to public transport and growing vegetables in a community garden, 

people in Waitati create and maintain a discourse based on the vision of a pleasurable 

and fulfilling way of life within a resilient and thriving community.  

In order to achieve this vision, a cultural shift away from industrialist-capitalist core 

values has to take place. This cultural shift is the actual transition and the response to 

socio-ecological and socio-economic issues through building resilience is the vehicle 

that carries this shift. Hence, the most intriguing and powerful aspect of the transition 

concept is already its name – transition.   

Overall, the study highlights that the process of understanding climate change is 

essentially a cultural and social process. I intend that this thesis contributes to a 

rethinking of the process of knowledge production in its philosophical and political 

dimensions.      
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I am enough of an artist to draw freely upon my imagination. Imagination is 

more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles 

the world. 

Albert Einstein 

 

You see things; and you say: ‘Why?’ But I dream things that never were; and I 

say: ‘Why not?’ 

George Bernard Shaw 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Over the course of the last decades, the issue of climate change has increasingly 

grown into a highly debated topic in political domains across all scales. In most 

political affairs, especially visible in international and national climate change debates, 

including New Zealand, scientific knowledge plays a dominant part in defining the 

problem of climate change and proposing courses of action aimed at the mitigation of 

and the adaptation to  adverse social consequences. Within a globalised industrialist-

capitalist paradigm, climate change is predominantly portrayed as an environmental 

problem that is amenable to scientific inquiry, political reasoning and technological 

solutions that are advertised and enforced through a system of economic incentives. 

The rise of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) with its self-image 

and politically appointed role as a key player in terms of policy-relevant scientific 

advice are a significant expression of this development.  

According to Jasanoff and Wynne (1998), a science-policy domain that surrounds 

climate change has emerged (see also Shackley and Wynne, 1995). They find the main 

reason for this development in a belief system that praises modernism and 

enlightenment and draws an unproblematic linear relationship between scientific 

knowledge and social responses (see also Grundmann, 2007). Since the problem of 

climate change is primarily defined in terms of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, the 

policy reasoning is almost exclusively aimed at the energy sector. Embedded in an 

industrialist-capitalist framework, the political problem-solving approach offers 
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economic incentives for the reduction of GHG emissions and promotes the 

development and implementation of low carbon technologies. 

This development has been characterised as a sterilisation of climate in the sense of 

detaching it from its various cultural meanings and reduce it to scientifically and 

politically comfortable and manageable concepts (Hulme, 2008). Hulme (2008) 

therefore urges that climate change requires to be re-examined and that this “needs to 

start with contributions from the interpretive humanities and social sciences, married to 

a critical reading of the natural sciences, and informed by a spatially contingent view 

of knowledge” (p. 5). A growing community of scholars is already answering this call 

by studying the interpretive and constructive aspects of climate change, thereby 

challenging the reduction of climate change politics into a process that Habermas 

(1987) coined “scientization”. With this expression he described the empowering of 

expert scientific knowledge and those who wield it over people who hold alternative 

perspectives on climate change that are based on other than scientific knowledge. 

There are various non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and social movements 

out there that offer alternative interpretations of climate change that challenge the 

hegemony of scientific knowledge and its abuse as to serve the interests of some while 

ignoring the interests of others (Dryzek, 1997). One of these movements is the 

Transition Movement, also described as the Relocalisation Movement (Bailey et al., 

2010) because it counters the mainstream trend towards globalisation and sets its focus 

on building local community resilience. Thus, the movement situates climate change in 

socio-cultural contexts that constitute imaginative departures from dominant globalised 

industrialist-capitalist paradigms. In light of the political failure to arrive at a 

meaningful discussion of climate change, I suggest that it is worthwhile to investigate 

alternative understandings of climate change. 

In the following section I introduce the two main conceptual pillars of the research, 

namely hybridity and discourse. These two expressions receive more and more 

attention within the humanities and interpretive/constructivist social sciences due to 

the possibilities that they open up for investigating the manifold relationships between 

knowledge, power and space. In this sense, climate change is my point in case and an 

opportunity to make these relationships visible. 
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POST DUALISM 

 

Situated in a complex nexus of knowledge production and power relations the thesis 

encompasses a range of charged philosophical and political questions. By arguing that 

climate change is not only a change in physical variables of the atmosphere but also an 

idea that is constructed within a social context (Hulme, 2008), much intellectual and 

political tension is created (see e.g. Castree, 2003). These tensions still constitute a 

major obstacle in the way of engaging in unbiased and potentially ground-breaking 

climate change discussions between realist and constructivist standpoints. Since the 

cultural shift1 in academia in the 1990s, the situation between those who subscribe to 

either or encampment has been rather gridlocked. Fortunately there are always those 

who point out that the status quo should never be simply taken as given and should 

always be reflected upon. In so doing, for example Whatmore (2002) describes the 

seemingly insurmountable rift that has led to the development of a significant dualism 

between physical science paradigms on the one hand and interpretive and 

constructivist paradigms on the other, as pertaining to: 

A categorical insistence on an either/or, constructionist/realist approach to the 

question of nature itself echoes the binary mode of thinking that sets up an 

opposition between ‘the natural’ and ‘the social’ as the absolute and only 

possibilities in a purified world of black and white (Whatmore, 2002, p. 24). 

What can be taken from this passage is that the hardened fronts between natural and 

social accounts of the world can be said to be rooted in a categorical insistence on 

either or, and that the debate could be significantly enriched through spending more 

energy on finding ways of moving beyond this very insistence on a nature-society 

dualism. Much of the potential contribution that social constructivist perspectives yield 

towards the task of clarifying environmental issues like climate change have not been 

taken seriously in scientific and political circles. In order to find a way out of the mired 

debates that too often lead only to dualistic dead ends, new frontiers have to be 

                                                
1
 The term ‘cultural shift’, or else ‘cultural turn’ describes the heated debate that is often brought into 

connection with the rise of postmodernism and inflamed in the social sciences and humanities around 

the late 1970s to1990s. The seeming incompatibility of natural science approaches that deal with an 
object-world and social science and humanities approaches that deal with a subject-world has led to a 

deep rift between those who subscribe to either one of these intellectual currents (Gregory et al., 2009, 

p. 293).  
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crossed. In this endeavour, notions of hybridity are becoming more and more popular 

in the interpretive and constructivist social science and humanities (Demeritt, 2005).  

What distinguishes notions of hybridity from other social constructivist approaches 

that too often have become mired in a dualistic dead end is the development of an 

ontology that goes beyond a dualistic apprehension of the world that draws separate 

natural and social realms. Sarah Whatmore for example is a pioneer in this endeavour. 

In her book Hybrid Geographies (2002), she describes the ontological foundation of 

her idea of hybridity in her typical style that needs to be spent some time with before 

its full significance can be grasped. In her words, “hybridity signals not just the inter-

connectedness of pre-given entities but the condition of immanent potentiality that 

harbours the very possibility of their coming into being” (Whatmore, 2002, p. 160). 

This is a weighty claim that carries not only philosophical significance but is 

essentially also a political claim, although one that those who subscribe to some forms 

of realist reasoning would almost certainly find heavily laden with heresy. Given the 

strong opposition that the emerging new modes of thinking during the cultural turn 

received from the established scientific community I would find this not particularly 

surprising, admitting the possibility that her articulation of hybridity heralds the dawn 

of another cultural turn. She stands not alone however and notions of hybridity 

constitute a growing academic current of post-dualist thinking that reshapes the kind of 

dualistic thinking that is ingrained in most scientific and political efforts to come to 

terms with the natural and the social aspects of issues commonly labelled 

‘environmental’ (Demeritt, 2005, Braun, 2008). Thus, hybrid thinking opens the door 

for approaching climate change and human responses to the issue in refreshing ways 

that may yield much explanatory power and philosophical richness.  

 

A DISCOURSE APPROACH 

 

The conceptual vehicle that I utilise in order to acknowledge the hybrid character of 

climate change and carry it throughout this thesis is a discourse approach. Since 

notions of discourse have become mainstream terms that are often invoked with little 

analytical precision, I find it necessary to first inject some clarity into the question of 
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what I mean when I invoke the term discourse within the conceptual framework of this 

thesis. 

As an entry-point, discourse can be defined in the following way: 

A discourse is a shared way of apprehending the world. Embedded in 

language, it enables those who subscribe to it to interpret bits of 

information and put them together into coherent stories or accounts. Each 

discourse rests on assumptions, judgements, and contentions that provide 

the basic terms for analysis, debates, agreements, and disagreements, in the 

environmental area no less than elsewhere (Dryzek, 1997, p. 8). 

 

In this approach, discourse is the conceptual spheres where hybrids become alive 

through the connection of “bits of information” that derive from the natural, social and 

individual dimensions of the world together into a complete story. The reference to 

language however must be seen in a rather loose manner in that it is not confined to 

spoken words but also includes activities of all kind. Discourses are not static 

constructs but are expression of lived experience and thus their analysis has to include 

all aspects of living, including virtual forms of discourse that are internet-based (Barr, 

2011). Discourse analyses call for recognising the social contingency of knowledge 

and contests the hegemonic role of scientific knowledge as to stand apart from and 

above other forms of socio-cultural knowledge. Critical discourse analysis, as practised 

here, also  

The topic of this thesis reads ‘understanding climate change’. I conceptualise 

‘understanding’ as an emergent property of discourse. The knowledge about a 

particular issue or bits of information to use Dryzek’s (1997) expression becomes 

intertwined with other bits of information in order to arrive at a complete story about 

the issue at hand. This intertwining happens in discourse and is expressed and 

maintained through sets of cultural practices (Bäckstrand and Lövbrand, 2007).  

There are different climate change discourses out there and thus it is important to 

acknowledge the spatial contingency of discourses and understandings, which depends 

on which kind of discourse is shared among a given group of people. From this point 

of view, there is no universal understanding of climate change, which can explain the 

existence of contradicting political responses towards climate change and in this light 

can solve the paradox that is encountered when scientific knowledge is portrayed as 
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universal and objective and thus can constitute the sole basis for political decision 

making. 

This thesis utilises the theoretical resources of discursive constructivism in an 

attempt to explain the paradox outcomes of mainstream political attempts to come to 

terms with climate change. At a point where the international political aims of 

reducing GHG emissions are deferred to the unforeseeable future and New Zealand’s 

latest draft for an updated energy strategy prioritises the exploitation of natural oil and 

gas over the development of renewable energies (Ministry of Economic Development, 

2010), I understand that there is a dire need to question the validity of speaking 

scientific truths to power and contest the power relations that are fed by the willing 

acquiescence of science as authority.  

I identify alternative climate change discourses that go beyond the mental 

framework of industrialist-capitalist reasoning. The main focus thereby lies on the 

theme of ‘Transition’. I investigate this theme both theoretically and practically which 

is reflected in the theoretical and methodological frameworks of this thesis. One thing 

however is for sure, namely that participants of the social movement carrying the 

Transition theme in its name share rather different climate change discourses than 

those who subscribe to the dominant science-policy discourses of climate change. 

These alternative discourses are currently politically marginalised and this thesis works 

towards questioning this marginalisation and argues that the theme of transition yields 

theoretical and practical insights into how a more meaningful and holistic discussion 

on climate change could look like. 

   

EMERGING GEOGRAPHIES OF TRANSITION 

 

Transition is a theme that has recently caught the interest of geographers around the 

world. The 2011 annual conference of the Royal Geographic Society in Britain for 

example offers the session “Emerging Geographies of Transition”. A recent call for 

papers advertised the session as to “offer the opportunity to unite different theoretical 

tools applied within geography, for example politics of power, place and scale. In 

doing so, it also offers the opportunity to bring together a variety of theoretical strands, 
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such as political geography, cultural geography and political ecology” (Jennifer Watts, 

personal communication, 12/16/10). This shows the highly contemporary nature of this 

research and is also a testimony for an increasing recognition of climate change as a 

hybrid issue that is contingent on social processes related to power and space at least 

as much as on physical variables. The Transition concept captures this hybridity and 

constitutes a multi-level approach that “offers a powerful framework for theorizing 

empirical findings and promoting adaptation as a transition to sustainability” (Jerneck 

and Olsson, 2008, p. 170). For this purpose, the Transition Movement provides an 

ideal opportunity for conducting research based on a hybrid understanding of climate 

change. 

The Transition Movement has, since the first Transition Town launched in 2006, 

become astonishingly popular in the United Kingdom and other, mostly Anglophone 

countries. In New Zealand for instance there are currently sixty-five Transition Towns 

spread across the country (Transition Towns New Zealand, 06/05/2011). The 

movement is an integrative response to concerns about globalisation, peak oil and 

climate change. Crude oil is a finite resource and peak oil is generally referred to as the 

point in time where the maximum ever possible crude oil production rate has been 

reached. It is this point, and not the point where the last drop is used up, that is 

particularly significant in terms of economic development. This is because from this 

point onwards the commodity oil is getting terminally scarcer and thus more and more 

expensive. Although there is no consensus on the exact timing of a global oil peak, the 

central tendency is that it either has already been reached or else that it is immanent 

(Hopkins, 2008).  

The movement’s approach to climate change differs in significant ways from the 

technocratic reasoning that dominates international and national New Zealand politics 

of climate change. One of the most striking and distinguishing aspects of the 

Transition theme is the bringing together of socio-economic and socio-ecological 

concerns that are otherwise approached in isolation. With its focus on strengthening 

communities through participatory initiatives, it seeks to redefine the play board on 

which issues like climate change are approached and urges people to rethink their 

place and role in the world.  
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Through making visible the hybrid character of climate change the movement 

points out the limitations of reductionist political problem-solving approaches. Rather 

than looking at climate change as a problem that needs to be solved, transition implies 

a rather different context for climate change. Significantly, the redefinition of the issue 

starts with highlighting climate change as an opportunity rather than a problem. This 

train of thought and also the understood multi-levelness and hybridity of climate 

change is satirically captured in Fig. 1.2.1 with the bottom line “what if it’s [climate 

change] a big hoax and we create a better world for nothing?” (Waitati Transition 

Town, 05/06/2011, see figure1.2.1).  

 

Figure 1 - Cartoon found on the Waitati Transition Town homepage (Waitati 

Transition Town, 05/06/2011) 

    

In order to apply the theme of transition in practical research, I focused on the social 

movement that carries the transition theme in its name. Given the international 

dimensions of the Transition movement’s sphere of influence I had to break the focus 

on the Transition Movement down further into a more manageable dimension for 

Masters level research. Thus, I conducted a case study with a single Transition Town 

to be introduced in the following.  
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WAITATI 

 

Waitati is a settlement located about 20 km north of Dunedin City (see figs 1.3.1 

and 1.3.2). It features a population of about 500 people (Statistics New Zealand, 

18/12/2009) and is situated within the Blueskin Bay. The seaside area includes roughly 

the stretch of coast between Seacliff in the North-West and Hayward Point in the 

South-East (Church et al., 2007). A narrower use of the name Blueskin Bay that 

reflects a shared history however applies to the land between and behind Warrington 

and Doctors Point.  

Waitati has a long history of alternative thinking. The following quotation from an 

unpublished typescript printed in Church et al.’s book Blueskin Days can serve as an 

entry-point for considering Waitati’s long history as a place that is known for 

alternative thinking and lifestyles.    

Vietnam War, hippies, drugs, the Rolling Stones, Rachel Carson’s Silent 

Spring, the Rome Report, the first oil crisis, Watergate, Women’s Lib, 

Woodstock. It all burst on Waitati – a mini-version of San Francisco and 

Amsterdam, and in scale just as dynamic. Like, things happened Man!! 

[…] What did happen we can be proud of: Mushroom magazine, begun in 

Christchurch about 1973, moved to Waitati in 1975, ceased 1985; the Food 

Co-op which died out after a few years when certain parasites discovered 

how to cheat; the Values Party, fore-runner of the Greens; the Film society; 

the Vietnam War protest movement; the Brewers’ Bible; the Save 
Manapouri movement, the building of the village of Rainbow Valley in 

Golden Bay; and the Save Aramoana campaign (Pete Smith, quoted in 

Church et al., 2007, p. 277). 

Up until today, Waitati has lost little, if nothing in terms of its appeal to people who 

seek alternative lifestyles and/or an arena that accepts and welcomes political activism 

and eccentricity. Apart from the sole fact that some refer to Waitati as a Transition 

Town, this circumstance played a major role in choosing Waitati as a case study for the 

research because it’s aim was to identify and investigate alternative climate change 

discourse. 

Loosely connected under the umbrella of the Waitati Transition Town, the 

community features a range of transition initiatives that can be arranged in the 

overarching categories of energy, food, transport and legal advice (Waitati Transition 

Town, 05/06/2011). In this sense, it is important to recognise that many of the 
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community projects that exist today were established before the Transition Movement 

reached Waitati. This circumstance is significant because it shows that the theme of 

transition is not bound to any specific action or philosophy but can be better 

understood as a hybrid approach that mirrors the increasingly recognised hybrid 

connection between climate change and other socio-ecological and socio-economical 

issues such as peak oil. In the face of apparent failure in the international political 

domains to come to terms with climate change, a shift of focus away from scientific 

framing and mitigation and adaptation and towards transition yields possibilities that I 

find need to be identified and promoted, which is one of the motivating factors behind 

this research project.    

The following figures 2 and three are maps that identify the study location. Figure 2 

shows the geographical location of Waitati in relation to the whole of New Zealand 

and figure 3 is an enlargement of Waitati and the surrounding area.  

 

 

Figure 2 - Schematic map of New Zealand indicating the study location (Created with 

SmartDraw 2010) 
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Figure 3 - Map of the study area (Land Information New Zealand, 2009) 
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RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

Uniting my interest in the theme of transition as applied to the Waitati Transition 

Town with a theoretical body based on notions of hybridity, discourse and a socially 

contingent view of knowledge about climate change led me to the formulation of the 

following research questions: 

- How do participants of the Waitati Transition Town understand the issue of 

climate change? 

- How are their understandings expressed in their everyday social practices? 

- What role does scientific knowledge play in their understanding of climate 

change? 

- How do their understandings relate to the theme of transition? 

For an in-depth account of the social and individual contingency of climate change 

discourses, the research design incorporates a medley of ethnographical, 

autobiographical and textual components. Specifically I utilised the techniques of in-

depth interviewing, participant observation and textual discourse analysis in order to 

acquire the database for an in-depth analysis of the various ways in that understandings 

and discourses intertwine and manifest themselves in the world. Whereas the in-depth 

interviews brought forth the most of the data, it was the participant observation that 

provided the context for verifying and bringing to life the interview data and the 

textual data and thus provided an essential means for investigating the intimate 

relationship between discourse and understanding.  
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Figure 4 - Waitati Open Orchards, group picture after a tree planting workshop 

(author’s own photograph) 

 

SUMMARY 

 

In this first chapter I have established an overview of the research project and have 

introduced the foundations of the theoretical and methodological frameworks that 

guided the research. Challenging the empowerment of scientific knowledge in climate 

change politics, I have presented the concept of hybridity as a way of apprehending 

climate change as to constitute more than a change in the physical variables of the 

atmosphere. It calls for recognition that the natural and the social aspects of the world 

are intimately intertwined and should not be reduced to either realist or constructivist 

accounts. In this light, the exclusive focus on scientific knowledge about the climate 

system is unjustified and serves certain political ends while silencing other opinions on 

the matter that might provide important insights into the issue of climate change and 

into the questions of how effective social responses towards the issue could look like.  
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The second conceptual pillar of the research pertains to theories of discursive 

constructivism. I theorise discourses as the social sphere in that knowledge is situated 

and thus exists only to become subject to an integration into complete stories.  This is 

what I call ‘understanding’ - the drawing of complete stories through connecting bits 

of information that circulate in discourse. This hybrid approach to knowledge 

production is a response to the increasing recognition of climate change as a hybrid 

phenomenon. The discursive construction of hybrids can offer important impulses for 

rethinking climate change in ways that acknowledge the social and cultural 

contingency of the issue. Thus, this thesis offers contributions to the further 

development of discourse theory, which has already become a highly contemporary 

and “state of the art” approach in human geography (Mattissek, 2007).  

I use the frameworks based on hybridity and discourse in order to achieve two 

interrelated ends. Firstly I challenge the scientization of climate change by unmasking 

the social contingency of the issue and secondly I probe into alternative discourses of 

climate change that pertain to the theme of transition. By focussing the discourse 

theory on the concept of transition, which challenges the dominant political approach 

to climate change, this work contributes to the advancement of interpretive and 

constructive accounts of climate change. The thesis is not just philosophical in its aim 

however and is also intended to give voice to individuals who might hold valuable and 

meaningful understandings of climate change that are otherwise silenced and ignored. 

In the following chapter that is dedicated to the development of a theoretical 

framework for this thesis, I review the current state of inquiry into the social 

construction of climate change from a mainly discourse-theoretical perspective. I 

collect a range of philosophical and political arguments that unmask and deconstruct 

the scientization of climate change as to be based on problematic ontological and 

epistemological assumptions about the world. These assumptions elevate scientific 

knowledge into an authoritarian position, thereby dismissing other climate change 

discourses that could greatly contribute to current climate change debates, if 

acknowledged and respected as a valid alternative or contribution to contemporary 

globalised industrialist-capitalist approaches to climate change. My focus in 

identifying the ‘other’ climate change discourses thereby lies on the theme of transition 

and its social manifestation in the Waitati Transition Town. 
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Concluding the introduction chapter, I present a graphical overview of the overall 

structure of the research process that is captured in this thesis in fig. 1.6.1. 

 

Figure 5 - Graphical account of the overall structure of the thesis 
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2 THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

In the following chapter I present and elaborate the theoretical framework that 

provides the basis for my research. In the first section, I review the current state of 

broadly constructivist inquiry into the issue of climate change with a focus on the role 

of scientific knowledge in climate change politics and the emergence of a science-

policy discourse. By deploying a discourse perspective, I reveal that knowledge does 

not exist in a political vacuum and is always situated in discourse. Therefore it finds 

itself in the midst of spatially contingent power relations. I challenge the belief that 

scientific knowledge is authoritarian due to its alleged objectivity and unmask its 

cultural contingency, which provides insight into the discrepant state of international 

and national New Zealand climate change politics. Contrasting the dominant discourse 

that underlines most climate change politics, I introduce the theme of Transition that 

emerges from a rather different discourse in which other than scientific knowledge 

plays integral parts towards a hybrid understanding of climate change that may play a 

role in dissolving the long-established division between realist and constructivist 

understandings of climate change.  

The following Figure 2.1 represents a graphical account of the structure of the 

theoretical framework chapter in form of a mind-map. 
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Figure 6 - Mind map illustrating the structure of the theoretical framework chapter 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

For the purpose of my research, I have conceptualised ‘understanding’ as an 

emergent property of discourse. In this concept, understandings are built through the 

interconnection of various strains of knowledge through discursive practices. New 

knowledge that is created within discourse is understood on the basis of an already 

existing understanding. This means that the very process of knowledge production is 

not an externality to discourse but integral to it. Discourse itself is therefore the 

epistemological sphere that makes knowledge possible. This theory has for example 

been termed “situated knowledge” by feminist writer Donna Haraway (1988). Through 

her call for a situated view of knowledge she created a theme that has since influenced 

a great deal of critical geographical thinking. This means that knowledge does not exist 

in a vacuum and science does not constitute a “gaze from nowhere” (Haraway, 1988, 
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p. 581) but is always part of discourse and thus embedded in language and social 

practices. Through this perspective I open up possibilities to understand climate 

change in a hybrid way that encompasses both, descriptive and 

interpretive/constructivist epistemologies.  In the first part of this literature review, I 

apply the concept of discourse on the historical development of climate change debates 

in international politics and show that the dominant climate change discourse is based 

on a purely realist understanding of the world.  

 

THE EMERGENCE OF A SCIENCE-POLICY DISCOURSE 

 

While scientific enquiry into the possibilities of climatic changes due to the human 

emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) dates back as far as the early 19th century 

(Hulme, 2009), it was not until over a hundred years later when the so-called 

greenhouse effect received international scientific and political attention in remarkable, 

if not unprecedented dimensions (Demeritt, 2001). Since the late 1970s scientists have 

advocated the rapid reduction of GHG emissions in the form of the Advisory Group on 

Greenhouse Gases, the forerunner of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC). This led to climate change being noteworthy articulated as a threat to 

international security for the first time at the 1979 World Climate Conference in 

Toronto (Paterson and Stripple, 2007). Over the next decade, calls were growing for 

more scientific knowledge on the matter in order to develop effective policies aimed at 

the mitigation of human-made (anthropogenic) climate change (Boehmer-Christiansen, 

1994a). This resulted in the establishment of the IPCC in 1988 with the premise to 

“provide the world with a clear scientific view on the current state of climate change 

and its potential environmental and socio-economic consequences” (IPCC, 

09/06/2011). The IPCC has a particular self-image that can be seen from the following 

statement:  

…because of its scientific and intergovernmental nature, the IPCC embodies a 

unique opportunity to provide rigorous and balanced scientific information to 

decision makers. By endorsing the IPCC reports, governments acknowledge the 

authority of their scientific content. The work of the organization is therefore 

policy-relevant and yet policy-neutral, never policy-prescriptive (IPCC: 

Organization, accessed on 09/06/2011). 
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 Due to its intergovernmental and at the same time scientific nature, the IPCC is 

based on the hegemonic belief that science qualifies for speaking truth to power. This 

belief has its modern origins in enlightenment that ascribes authority to scientific 

knowledge and celebrates reason as the pinnacle of humanities intellectual evolution. 

The statement above reflects this thought by claiming that through describing the 

world in scientific terms, science provides the basis for rational political decisions.  

In a more generic context that predates the mainstreaming of climate change, the 

development of influential science-politics alliances have been analysed for example 

by Jürgen Habermas. who traces their origins back to antique philosophies that 

established the belief that knowledge and interests are two separate epistemological 

entities (Habermas, 1968). Politically this has had the implication that those who 

possess expert knowledge are empowered and those who do not are marginalised 

through a process that he termed “scientization” (Habermas, 1987). This process of 

scientization is mirrored in the climate change debates that inhabit the contemporary 

international scientific and political community. In the following I discuss how the 

process of scientization implies a reductionist view of climate change that serves 

political ends. 
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SCIENTIFIC FRAMING OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

In order to visualise the understanding of climate change that circulates in the 

international scientific community, the following graphic is a useful starting point. 

 

 

Figure 7 - Elements of the climate change problem (source: Watson et al., 1996, 

printed in Rayner and Malone, 1998) 

 

In figure 7, ‘human activities’ are conceptualised in the same way as the other 

elements ‘atmospheric composition’, ‘climate and sea level’, and ‘ecosystems’. This 

reflects the assumption that human activities can be described through the same 

thermodynamic principles of stocks and flows that apply to the other components of 

the biosphere. This descriptive approach calls for social science contributions that are 

compatible with the empiricist and positivist methods of the natural sciences. 

Otherwise they could not be fitted into the already existing climate change framework 

established by the natural sciences (Rayner and Malone, 1998). Thus, within the 

international scientific community, there is strong faith that the descriptive scientific 
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methods are sufficient in order to explain the climate change problem. Solving the 

problem can then be left to the ratio of decision makers.  

The methodological flagships for this realist understanding of climate change are 

General Circulation Models (GCMs). These sophisticated computer models start out 

with atmospheric and descriptive social science data of GHG emissions which is 

gathered at local points and then integrated and up-scaled over space and time by the 

GCMs. In this context, Hulme sees the process of climate modelling as a sterilisation 

of climate in the sense of detaching it from its various cultural meanings and reducing 

it to scientifically and politically comfortable and manageable proxies (Hulme, 2008). 

The IPCC however heavily relies on the output of GCMs in their influential 

‘Assessment Reports on Climate Change’ (Cohen et al., 1998, Hulme et al., 1999). 

In the following I discuss where this realist-reductionist understanding of climate 

change has politically led to and why this is problematic in some significant ways. 

A SCIENTIFIC CONSENSUS? 

 

The core documents that constitute the knowledge base for a scientific 

understanding of climate change are the IPCC assessment reports on climate change, 

the first being issued in 1990. These reports are seen as a collection of state of the art 

climate change research from the natural and social sciences (IPCC, 2007a, IPCC, 

2007b, IPCC, 2007c). From 1990 onwards, the IPCC continued issuing assessment 

reports every four to five years with the aim to deliver an up-to-date overview of the 

latest relevant climate change research.  

In these reports, the IPCC creates and maintains an apparent consensus view on 

climate change. In addition to an apparent consensus on the physical reality of climate 

change, the IPCC reports also highlight that it is ‘‘extremely unlikely that the global 

climate changes of the past fty years can be explained without invoking human 

activities” (IPCC, 2007d, p. 39). Oreskes (2007) also claims to have found convincing 

evidence to conclude the existence of a scientific consensus on the matter of climate 

change. Having reviewed the conclusions of over 900 articles from the natural sciences 

relating to the keywords ‘global climate change’, she asserts that virtually no 

professional climate scientist refutes the reality of human-induced climate change. The 

remaining debate seems to be concerned with the “tempo and mode” (Oreskes, 2007, 
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p. 74) of changes like glacier meltdown and sea level rise rather than their factual 

reality (see also Pielke Jr. and Oreskes, 2005).  

In this respect, a closely related debate is concerned with the adequacy of the use of 

emotionally laden descriptors like ‘catastrophic’, ‘chaotic’ or ‘worse than previously 

thought’ in relation to climate change. Whereas some scholars regret the development 

of an exaggerated rhetoric and claim that climate change scenarios are significant 

enough without invoking a language of chaos and catastrophe (see for example Hulme, 

2006), others argue in favour of the emotional rhetoric. Risbey (2008), for example, 

concludes that a rhetoric carrying phrases like ‘catastrophic’, ‘chaotic’ or ‘worse than 

previously thought’ is consistent with the science of climate change and are therefore 

appropriate terms to describe the potential impacts of climate change on societies (see 

also Hamilton, 2009).  

The debates around an apparent scientific consensus around climate change show 

that scientific knowledge is subject to discursive interpretation. Whereas some resort to 

an emotional rhetoric of chaos, others find this exaggerated and yet others would say 

that climate change is entirely unproblematic, a claim that will be covered in more 

detail in a following section of this thesis. Thus, the IPCC assertion of providing 

neutrality ignores a vital part of how people understand issues like climate change and 

serve the scientization of the issue.  

A strong belief in the authority of science has led many to contemplate that these 

different interpretations simply express a lack of knowledge and that greater scientific 

knowledge and accuracy will lead to a better understanding of climate change and 

what to do about it. I put forward the argument that there are other ways of explaining 

the existence of competing understandings of climate change which might provide 

important insights. In order to do so, one must depart from a realist view of knowledge 

and acknowledge its political contingency. Boehmer-Christiansen for example argues 

that the role of science in political climate change debates is “not predictable but 

subject to balances of power rather than knowledge”  (Boehmer-Christiansen, 1994b, 

p. 199). This conclusion that is supported by Habermas who argues that knowledge 

and interests are not two separate epistemological realms (Habermas, 1968) leads on to 

the next section where I will probe deeper into the relationships between science, 

politics and power relations in the context of climate change 
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THE POLITICS OF CLIMATE CHANGE  

 

To provide an arena for international political debates on climate change, the United 

Nations formulated the Framework Convention on Climate Change (later referred to as 

the UNFCCC). According to Hulme (2008), the UNFCCC exerts a significant 

influence over climate change politics and “remains today the benchmark for all 

climate policy discourse” (Hulme, 2008, p. 6) and also plays a significant role in 

shaping public understandings of climate change (Keller, 2010). In the convention, the 

participating parties have agreed “that steps required to understand and address climate 

change will be environmentally, socially and economically most effective if they are 

based on relevant scientific, technical and economic considerations and continually re-

evaluated in the light of new findings in these areas” (United Nations, 1992, p. 2). It is 

furthermore agreed that the ultimate objective of the UNFCCC “is to achieve […] 

stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would 

prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system” (United 

Nations, 1992, p. 4).  

These excerpts show that the UNFCCC is based on the belief that climate change 

should be addressed within a framework based on scientific, technological and 

economic considerations. Consequently it can be said that international climate change 

politics reflect a dominant discourse that upholds techno-scientific and capitalistic 

paradigms. This has significant implications for the nature of policies that are aimed at 

the mitigation of climate change.  

The IPCC provides the scientific basis on which the UNFCCC is based. From the 

second IPCC assessment report published in 1995 onwards, notions of mitigation and 

also adaptation have continuously featured in the titles of the contributions of working 

groups two and three. In the fourth assessment report by the IPCC for example, these 

contributions are labelled “Impacts, Adaptations and Vulnerability” and “Mitigation of 

Climate Change” respectively (IPCC: Publications and Data: Reports, accessed on 

27/03/2010). The meanings of these terms commonly refer to technical and 

economical solutions, for example the development of low-carbon technologies and 

their deployment by the aid of economic incentives like tax benefits, fees for GHG 
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emissions and/or mandatory emissions limitations (Kates and Wilbanks, 2003, Bond, 

2009). This approach to climate change is also visible in a New Zealand context, 

where for example an emission trading scheme has been adopted.  

Looking at the institutional setups and self-images of IPCC and UNFCCC is 

becomes apparent that both maintain a mutually constructing science-policy discourse. 

Pielke Jr. (2005) argues that this view of the climate change issue results in climate 

change mitigation measures that aim exclusively at the energy sector. Exploring this in 

more depth, Pielke Jr. (2005) describes the logic that underlies international climate 

change politics based on the UNFCCC as consisting of a single causality chain. This, 

he articulates as pertaining to human activities as the underlying cause of increasing 

greenhouse gas emissions which are in turn leading to changes in climatic conditions 

and consequently to negative impacts on society. The climate change mitigation 

strategy as it is facilitated by the UNFCCC therefore aims at reducing the greenhouse 

gas emissions which would lead to less climatic changes and consequently to less 

adverse impacts on society. 

The understanding of climate change and proposed mitigation measures facilitated 

by the dominant science-policy discourse reflects faith in enlightenment because 

science and reason are seen as sufficient means in order to deal with the issue. In light 

of the universal knowledge claims made by the IPCC that were  mirrored in the rapid 

development of an international diplomatic consensus on the seriousness climate 

change in the late 1980s (Demeritt, 2001), this understanding has however led to some 

paradox situations. This can be made visible quite significantly by looking at the 

Kyoto protocol, a cornerstone legislation that is directly linked to the UNFCCC with 

the difference that the Protocol goes beyond a memorandum of understanding and is 

supposed to be legally binding (United Nations, 1998). During an international climate 

change summit in 1997 in Kyoto, Japan, UN delegates formulated a plan to cut the 

world’s GHG emissions by means of market-based mechanisms like emission trading. 

The protocol was consequently ratified by more than 160 nations (United Nations, 

2006).  

The faith in reason however evidently dies hard when one looks at the reasons for 

some nations not to participate in the protocol. A prominent example in this context 

was the formal withdrawal of the United States of America (USA) from the 1997 
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Kyoto negotiations, after conservative think tanks managed to influence national US 

climate change debates by creating a sense of non-problemacity with respect to the 

climate change issue (Mccright and Dunlap, 2003, Demeritt, 2006). In the USA, the 

conservative movement was able to manipulate information and used diversion tactics 

to reframe the climate change issue as non-problematic (Mccright and Dunlap, 2003). 

In response to the failure of the science-policy alliance that dominates climate change 

politics, Pielke Jr. (2005) sees a “growing body of academic policy research [that] 

concludes that the Kyoto Protocol is unworkable for technical and political reasons” 

(Pielke Jr., 2005, p. 550).  

A similar paradox is also visible in New Zealand, where the latest draft of an 

updated energy policy allows that the exploration of natural oil and gas be given 

priority compared to the development of renewable energies (Ministry of Economic 

Development, 2010). This has already resulted in high calibre exploration plans that 

include test-drilling projects by multinational corporations off the coast of Otago 

(Otago Daily Times, 16/08/2011). Other examples for political tensions around climate 

change legislations in New Zealand include a debate about a statutory introduction of 

biofuels that in the end never realised (Nolan and Crowe, 2010) and, mirroring an 

international hype, a phase-out plan for incandescent light bulbs which was however 

scrapped in late 2008 when the ruling party changed from Labour to National (The 

New Zealand Herald, 17/12/2008). These developments show that political power 

relations and vested interests apparently play a more dominant role in shaping the 

outcomes of climate change debates than any apparent scientific consensus arrived at 

by scientists.  

Although the definition of the climate change problem and an understanding of 

what needs to be done about it seems straightforward, the development of international 

climate change debates show that the faith in science and reason is misguided and 

cannot explain the paradoxical outcomes of the debates. In order to explain these, one 

has to consult a different perspective. There needs to be acknowledgement that a 

scientific consensus is not the immediate result of objective evidence but rather is a 

social construction. In the same way that a scientific consensus on the reality and 

seriousness of climate change is a social construction, so is the un-problemacity. These 

social constructions are maintained by discursive practices and thus are spatially 
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contingent and under the influence of power relations. Those who have vested political 

interest can and do use their power to influence climate change discourse.  

Grundmann (2007) examines the link that is assumed between scientific knowledge 

production and political decision making with respect to climate change. He finds that 

dominant actors like the IPCC create and maintain a science-policy discourse around 

climate change (see also Shackley and Wynne, 1995), which reflects a certain 

underlying assumption: that scientific knowledge can be directly transferred into 

policies (Grundmann, 2007). Recently, more and more members of the academic 

community challenge the belief that climate change can be adequately addressed 

within a science-policy framework. Theories of social constructivism yield much 

potential with hindsight on explaining why objective truths about climate change do 

not necessarily lead to the expected responses.  At the basis of this conclusion lies the 

consideration that climate is more than just the interplay of a myriad of atmospheric 

processes, or long term weather statistics. As Hulme makes clear, climate has always 

been also an idea that is socially constructed within a cultural context (Hulme, 2008). 

Thus, in order to explain the paradoxical outcomes of climate change politics one has 

to abolish the belief in linear relationships between science and political reasoning and 

look at the cultural context that shapes these outcomes. This cultural contingency of 

how people understand climate change is underrepresented if not completely ignored 

in the dominant political debates.  In the following section, I attempt to make up for 

this grave shortcoming by means of a re-examination of climate change through a 

cultural lens. 

 

TOWARDS A RE-EXAMINATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

Given the apparent inability of the dominant political climate change discourse to 

arrive at workable political concepts, it is time for a re-examination of climate change 

that Hulme (2008) argues needs to start with “contributions from the interpretive 

humanities and social sciences, married to a critical reading of the natural sciences, and 

informed by a spatially contingent view of knowledge” (Hulme, 2008, p. 5). 
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I have so far investigated the emergence of a science-policy discourse in that 

technocratic realist reasoning is celebrated as the ultimate intellectual tool for 

explaining the world. Now I turn my attention on the cultural context from which the 

science-policy discourse emerged.  

 

INDUSTRIALIST DISCOURSE 

 

In this section, I examine the dominant science-policy climate change discourse on 

the basis of the industrialist discourse and argue that the former emerged from and is 

embedded in the latter.  

Thompson and Rayner (1998) used a table originally compiled by Cotgrove (1982) 

in order to visualise the dominant industrialist discourse. Akin to Dryzek’s (1997) 

component analysis of discourses, Cotgrove (1982) established the components ‘core 

values’, ‘economy’, ‘polity’, ‘society’, ‘nature’, and ‘knowledge’ for his analysis of 

environmental paradigms (see table 1). In the table below I have substituted 

Cotgrove’s use of the word paradigm with discourse in order to make it more 

compatible with the vocabulary used in this thesis. Using discourse instead of 

paradigm also bears another advantage: The notion of discourse inevitably implies that 

paradigms are not fixed and given but that they are produced and reproduced through 

language and social practices. This is an important recognition that is somewhat 

missing from Cotgrove’s considerations. The difference between paradigm and 

discourse can also be made clear in a more demonstrative way by means of an analogy 

to the phrase ‘thinking outside the box’. Semantically speaking, a paradigm would 

constitute the box and the existence of this box is accepted on a taken as given basis. 

Referring to discourse also implies that there is a box but semantically includes that the 

shape of the box is not pre-given and was not inevitable. The outline of the box is 

continuously drawn and redrawn through discursive practices.    
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Table 1 - Components of the dominant globalised industrialist-capitalist discourse 

(modiefied from Cotgrove, 1982, printed in Thompson and Rayner, 1998, p. 280) 

Core 
values 

Material (economic growth) 

Natural environment valued as resource 

Domination over Nature 

Economy 

Market forces 

Risk and reward 

Differentials 

Individual self-help 

Polity 

Authoritative structures  

     (experts influential) 

Hierarchical 

Law and order 

Society 

Centralized 

Large-scale 

Associational 

Ordered 

Nature 

Ample reserves 

Nature hostile/neutral 

Environment controllable 

Knowledge 

Confidence in science and technology 

Rationality of means 

Separation of fact/value, 

thought/feeling 

 

Many aspects of the climate change understanding mediated by the IPCC and 

UNFCCC can be correlated with the industrialist discourse, the components of which 

are captured in the table above. For example, within the globalised industrialist-

capitalist discourse, nature is seen as a source for resources that are used to achieve 

material economic growth. Under this economic paradigm it makes sense that the 

climate change mitigation measures facilitated by the UNFCCC are based on a 

capitalist framework of economic incentives in order to achieve a reduction of GHG 

emissions, yet leaves untouched the notion of continuous economic growth. In the 

same way industrialism is characterised by faith in science and technology. Thus it 

makes sense that climate change politics based on this globalised industrialist-capitalist 

discourse heavily rely on a scientific assessment of climate change and prefer 

technological solutions. The science-policy discourse therefore serves the political 
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purpose of maintaining that climate change can be addressed without departing from 

industrialist-capitalist principles. 

Taking the globalised industrialist-capitalist framework as benchmark for an 

analysis of the science-policy discourse that surrounds climate change opens the 

possibility to explain the paradox situations in which political climate change debates 

find themselves when their intentions are measured against actual outcomes. In this 

coherence, Lahsen (2007) notes that “scientific facts […] do not transcend 

particularities of perspective” (p. 173). Hence, when nature is seen as resource and the 

economy is based on the imperative of continuous economic growth, there is no 

wonder that vested economic interests play a more dominant role in shaping the 

outcomes of political climate change debates than the alleged objectivity of a scientific 

consensus.  

In summary of this section, I have so far shown that the dominant climate change 

discourse is embedded in an overarching globalised industrialist-capitalist discourse. 

This has resulted in climate change responses that are based on a linear view of the 

relationship between knowledge production and political responses. True to a faithful 

belief in the authority of science, scientific knowledge has come to be the sacrosanct 

point of reference. Since climate change is scientifically defined in terms of GHG 

concentrations, this has resulted in a political approach that focusses exclusively on the 

energy sector. This development provides grist to the mill of technocratic reasoning 

and administrative rationalism. I have argued that this represents a reductionist account 

of climate change that ignores the discursive contingencies of the issue and feeds the 

political upholding of industrialist-capitalist modes of thinking. Unmasking the 

discursive contingency provided a platform for explaining some paradox situation in 

that international climate change politics have found themselves and reasons why they 

fall short on their own intentions. In order to find ways of overcoming these 

shortcomings I now switch the focus on alternative environmental discourse in which 

many of the hegemonic assumptions of the dominant model are challenged.  
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ALTERNATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL DISCOURSE 

 

Given the shortcomings of the understanding of climate change that results from 

and is maintained by the dominant globalised industrialist-capitalist discourse, it is 

important to explore alternative understandings of climate change. In the current state 

of affairs these are largely ignored in the political domain for reasons that have nothing 

to do with climate change but rather with the stubborn upholding of industrialist-

capitalist principles against those who challenge them. In table 2, that draws on 

Cotgrove’s (1982) analysis of an alternative environmental discourse, many of the 

industrialist-capitalist assumptions about the world are challenged. 
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Table 2 - Components of an alternative environmental discourse (modiefied from 

Cotgrove, 1982, printed in Thompson and Rayner, 1998, p. 280) 

Core Values 

Nonmaterial (self-actualization) 

Natural environment intrinsically 

valued 

Harmony with Nature 

Economy 

Public interest 

Safety 

Incomes related to need 

Egalitarian* 

     Collective/social provision 

Polity 

Participative structure 

      (citizen/worker involvement) 

Non-hierarchical* 

Liberation 

Society 

Decentralized 

Small-scale 

Communal 

Flexible* 

Nature 

Earth's resources limited 

Nature benign 

Nature delicately balanced 

Knowledge 

Limits to science 

Rationality of ends 

Integration of fact/value, 

thought/feeling 

 
* Some environmentalists want a return to small-scale 
communities because they provide a traditional organic 
order- differentiated, hierarchical, and stable. 
 

 

This kind of alternative environmental discourse provides the means for a 

drastically different understanding of climate change. It is however important to 

acknowledge that the two tables that I used to clarify the different cultural basis for 

competing understandings of climate change are the extreme ends of a whole range of 

possible discourse. Certainly it is possible to find influential politicians who would 

agree with some aspects of the alternative environmental discourse in the same way as 

it is possible to find hard-line environmentalists who would agree with some aspects of 

the globalised industrialist-capitalist discourse. The contours of discourse are never 
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fixed but rather in a constant flux of re-organisation. Yet it is undeniable that some 

forms of discourse are dominant above others.  

In the following section I introduce the theme of ‘transition’ that encourages climate 

change discourse to take on forms that challenge many assumptions of the globalised 

industrialist-capitalist paradigm. I review the theoretical advantages that the concept of 

transition offers compared with concepts of mitigation and adaptation as defined in 

dominant science-policy discourses. Concluding, I identify the need to apply the 

transition concept in practical research on examples of successful social mobilisation 

in order to utilise and advance its potential to provide an analytical framework for 

climate change discourse based on a hybrid understanding of the issue that integrates 

both, physical and cultural aspects of climate change.   

 

EMERGING GEOGRAPHIES OF TRANSITION 

 

In recent scholarly work, notions of ‘transition’ are increasingly visible in the 

vocabulary of researchers who study social change towards sustainability and low-

carbon societies. The theme provides a somewhat elusive imaginative platform for 

exploring social change. This has a significant advantage because it means that the 

theme is not occupied by particular philosophies and can be interpreted from various 

points of view. Thus, it provides an opportunity to engage researchers from different 

disciplines in constructive dialogue. Geography could play a significant role in 

promoting the theme of transition in both philosophical and political ways as a 

platform for advancing theories of social change. This thesis exemplifies this by 

deploying a discourse approach which is a state of the art approach in geographical 

research aimed at illuminating complex spatial relationships between power relations 

and socio-cultural practices. According to Mattissek (2007), this is especially true for 

issues of identity formation. This research shows that discourse analyses are as 

powerful in the context of issues that are commonly labelled environmental. 

The theme of transition might play an important role in establishing a bridge 

between approaches towards climate change and sustainability. It might also be a 

possibility for engaging quantitative and qualitative approaches towards climate 

change and sustainability in dialogue (Cohen et al., 1998) . In this respect, also Eastin 
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et al. (2011) highlight the potential of applying the ‘reorientation’ context that 

transition implies on bridging climate change and ‘limits to growth’ discourses. Due to 

its ‘bringing together’ character, the theme of transition can be coupled with a 

philosophy of hybridity in that climate change is understood as an issue that requires 

both, descriptive and interpretive/constructivist efforts. These efforts should however 

not be materialised in isolation but in a form that acknowledges that both descriptive 

and interpretive currents have a common epistemological foundation that I make 

visible through the marrying concepts hybridity to discourse. 

The transition theme has however more than philosophical potential and is 

essentially also situated in a political context. In a political New Zealand perspective, 

Bührs (2008) make this clear by arguing that there is a need for embedding policies 

aimed at mitigating or adapting to climate change into a sustainable development 

agenda. The transition movement can facilitate this on the basis of a departure from the 

globalised industrialist-capitalist discourse in which the dominant science-policy 

discourse around climate change is embedded. In order to achieve the integration of 

climate change and sustainability, this departure from the dominant discourse is a 

prerequisite because sustainability is inherently incompatible with the belief that 

continuous economic growth is possible within a finite environment.  

In this research I apply the broader transition discourse on a single Transition Town 

in form of a case study. The term Transition Town originates from the Transition 

movement which is a practical example for efforts aimed at bridging climate change 

and sustainability discourses through an integration of climate change with other 

socio-ecological and socio-economic issues. Especially the issue of peak oil is, 

according to Transition movement founder Rob Hopkins, a matter that only waits for 

being approached in conjunction with climate change. In a practical sense this bridging 

is achieved by invoking the term resilience, because resilient, Hopkins notes would be 

“a culture based on its ability to function indefinitely and to live within its limits, and 

able to thrive for having done so” (Hopkins, 2008, p. 13). In this explanation, 

mitigation of and adaptation to climate change and responses to other socio-ecological 

and socio-economic issues add up in a vision of a resilient society.  

In a matter of years, the Transition Movement has become astonishingly popular in 

mostly Anglophone countries. In New Zealand alone there are currently sixty-five 
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Transition Towns spread across the country (Transition Towns New Zealand, 

06/05/2011). This rapid development can on the one hand be ascribed to the 

“rhizomic” spread and growth of an international network which is impressively aided 

by the possibility of mass communication via the internet and the development of 

virtual climate change discourses (Bailey et al., 2010, p. 596, see also Barr, 2011). 

This has resulted in the existence of an international transition network. On the other 

hand, an attractive element of the Transition Movement is its imaginary platform that 

is not bound to any particular methodology but can be utilised in various ways. 

Although it can be said that the theme of transition has reached around the world, the 

practical focus of the movement is on local communities which have been termed ‘key 

players’ in terms of facilitating social action on climate change (Bond, 2009, Heltberg 

et al., 2009). It also provides an opportunity to create links between lifestyles and 

climate change which, for quite obvious reasons, are just waiting to be activated (Roy 

and Pal, 2009).  

The Transition theme provides a context for people to think about their relation to 

climate change and other socio-ecological concerns like resource depletion, especially 

peak oil, and environmental degradation in a holistic manner. The Transition theme 

utilises synergies that exist between climate change mitigation and adaptation and the 

personal and social benefits of a resilient lifestyle. Bond (2009) argues that the 

effectiveness of mitigation and adaptation at a local scale benefits from “linking […] 

adaptation and mitigation efforts together and with other local ecological concerns” 

(Bond, 2009, p. 215 ). These other concerns may pertain to issues as diverse as the 

preservation of rain forests, energy independence and healthier societies. The 

reductionist framing of climate change in terms of GHG emissions that has resulted in 

an exclusive focus on the energy sector in international politics cannot utilise these 

synergies. The existence of these synergies reveal that defining climate change as a 

matter of science and technology is a reductionist approach that is used politically to 

defend the dominant globalised industrialist-capitalist discourse by implying that there 

is no need to question the current political and economic system per se. 

Utilising these synergies can also be conceptualised as what example Heltberg et al. 

termed a ‘no regrets approach’ (Heltberg et al., 2009) which means that climate change 

action can be advocated as to “yield benefits regardless of future trends in greenhouse 

gas emissions and climate scenarios” (Heltberg et al., 2009, p. 95). In this respect, the 
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theme of transition might provide a way out of the mired political debates around GHG 

emission reductions that are influenced by vested economic interests aimed at 

upholding a status quo to a degree that greatly impedes the development of politically 

workable climate change measures.  

 

SUMMARY 

 

In this chapter I have created a theoretical framework that guided the research. In 

the first part I have reviewed two intertwined themes. These pertain to the scientization 

of climate change politics on the one hand and the politicisation of climate science on 

the other, whereas both themes can be seen in a state of mutual production and 

reproduction. Both developments are significantly mirrored in the statutory setup of 

the IPCC and the UNFCCC respectively. The emerging science-policy discourse has 

several unfortunate consequences in both, a philosophical and political sense.  

The dominant belief in the authority of science has resulted in a marginalisation of 

interpretive/constructivist perspectives that could greatly contribute to the task of 

illuminating the issue of climate change. Contributions to the science-policy discourse 

that are expected from social scientists are those that are based on descriptive 

methodologies that are compatible with the already established empiricist and 

positivist climate change framework of the natural sciences, whose flagships are 

GCMs. This is a reductionist approach that fails to capture the socio-cultural 

contingencies of climate change and has resulted in a science-policy focus that is more 

or less exclusively aimed at GHG concentrations and emissions.  

Through deploying a cultural discourse perspective, I have unveiled that the 

science-policy discourse around climate change is embedded in a globalised 

industrialist-capitalist discourse that serves the political end of defending long-

established political and economic systems. This is visible in the implementation of 

climate change measures based on market forces and techno-scientific development. 

Developing emission trading schemes and economic incentives for investments that 

result in GHG emission reductions are two dominant examples of this development.  
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Through the same cultural lens that unmasks the socio-cultural contingencies of the 

dominant science-policy discourse, I have reviewed that climate change discourse can 

take on forms that challenge the science-policy rationale and might provide a basis for 

integrating physical and cultural concepts of climate change into a hybrid 

understanding of the issue. This potentially significantly fruitful aim is arguably 

impossible to achieve under current political structures that hold up to long-established 

industrialist-capitalist principles.  

I have spent the remainder of this chapter on reviewing how the theme of transition 

challenges and overcomes the scientization of climate change through embedding the 

issue in a broader socio-cultural context that brings together a wide range of socio-

ecological and socio-economic problems that are otherwise approached in isolation. 

The transition discourse uncovers that this integrative approach creates synergies 

between for example climate change and peak oil because measures aimed at the latter 

automatically aim also at former. This creates a promising yet politically marginalised 

focus for social mobilisation. 

Through marrying concepts of hybridity and discourse I have conceptualised the 

process of understanding. The following case study analysis applies this theoretical 

framework to a practical example of social mobilisation and gathers practical data that 

is needed to advance the theoretical resources of this kind of post-dualist discourse 

analyses.  
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3 THE METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

In the following chapter I describe the methodological framework, the research 

design and the particular methods that were adopted in order to approach the research 

questions. After describing the methodological framework of the research, I discuss 

and justify the research design as a case study and introduce the multi-method 

approach that was taken in order to collect the data for the research. This is succeeded 

by a detailed description of the application of the methods and a consideration of 

ethical considerations that were necessary due to the social and private depth of the 

research that arose from the specific research questions. I conclude with a clarification 

of my positionality as researcher by reflecting on the social nature of the research 

process and acknowledging that the researcher’s own opinions become part of what is 

being studied. This acknowledgement is the logical continuation of the theoretical 

framework based on social constructivist theories which I have elaborated above and is 

the most striking difference to natural scientific methodologies. Figure 3.1 illustrates 

the structure of this chapter as a mind-map, presenting in a graphical form the 

emergent relationship between the theoretical and practical aspects of the research.  

 

  

Figure 8 - Mind map illustrating the structure of the methodology chapter 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In order to capture individual processes of understanding climate change in ways 

that are relevant to daily life and to elucidate the relationship between individual 

understandings and community action, I researched a marginalised group of people 

who explore alternative ways of living. Accordingly, the research was informed by a 

political position that highlights the importance of openness towards different 

perspectives in climate change debates. Having elaborated on the political power 

relations surrounding an apparent scientization of climate change, the research 

therefore investigates how the research participants overcome this scientization and in 

so doing “[gives a] voice to individuals […] which otherwise might be silenced or 

excluded” (Hay, 2000, p. 6). 

The underlying research questions  required the methodological framework of the 

research to be of qualitative nature because this enabled an investigation of people’s 

interpretations of the world and the social process of meaning-making (Sarantakos, 

1998).  

 

A DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 

 

The research is based on a discourse approach. This means, that it is a social 

constructivist approach aimed at investigating the underlying framework of meaning 

that enables and reflects particular social behaviour. In discourse, meanings are 

produced and reproduced through the use of language and social practices (Allen and 

Hardin, 2001). In order to analyse the complex ways in which discourses manifest 

themselves in the world, I utilised a multi method approach that covered in-depth 

interviews, participant observation and textual analysis. These three methods provided 

important tools for me to be able to analyse the discourse in which the participants of 

the Waitati Transition Town situate climate change. 
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A CASE STUDY 

 

The research aimed at providing insight into alternative ways of understanding 

climate change. The selection of Waitati as the case study location had two major 

reasons: Firstly, the Waitati community has a long history of trying out alternative 

ideas. Secondly, some people in Waitati refer to their community as a Transition 

Town. This circumstance led to the assumption that the participants of the community 

initiatives based in or connected to Waitati understand climate change in ways that go 

beyond and challenge the technocratic science-policy reasoning that is dominant in an 

international and national New Zealand climate change context. 

The research aimed at providing insight into both, private and public realms of 

participants of community projects in Waitati. Hence, it was logical to design a case 

study because this enabled an in-depth focus on a single social unit that forms a 

holistic entity (Payne and Payne, 2004). Although this is a simplifying description, 

given the diversity of characters that live in Waitati, it was a useful conceptualisation 

in respect to drawing the boundaries of the case study. Due to the enormous influence 

of communications technology in western society, these were, however, not essentially 

defined in geographical terms but were rather determined by the scope of influence 

that the community projects exerted on their social environment. Although most 

research participants were living in Waitati, this meant that I also included three 

randomly selected key informants who were living in Waikouaiti, Purakanui and Port 

Chalmers respectively. This was warranted because it enabled me to also talk to other 

‘outsiders’ to Waitati. This element of being an outsider that I shared with these 

interviewees played an important aspect in the social dynamic of these particular 

interviews and provided me with supplementary insights from different perspectives. 

This strengthened the validity of the data basis of the research and also worked 

towards minimising the danger of drawing biased conclusions due to a one-sided 

perspective.  
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DATA COLLECTION AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

 

The case study research incorporated autobiographical, ethnographical and textual 

components (Reference). In particular, I utilised semi-structured interviews, participant 

observation and document analysis as the main sources of qualitative data. The choice 

to adopt multiple methods into the research design was of advantage for mainly two 

reasons. Firstly, a multi-method approach opened the possibility to back-check 

research findings made by one method, for example through interviews, with findings 

that were arrived at for example through participant observation, which improves the 

confidence in research findings (Bryman, 2008). Secondly, it was also provided the 

prospect of creating additional data that extended the depth of the understanding of 

individual understandings and social action that served as a reason for deploying 

multiple methods. I conclude the section on data collection with an account for ethical 

considerations concerning the collection and handling of the data. 

 

INTERVIEWS 

 

To unravel complicated relationships and slowly evolving events, in depth 

interviews are the method of choice (see Hoggart et al., 2002). To work towards the 

research aim of developing an in-depth understanding of the relationship between 

peoples’ understandings of climate change and community action, I therefore 

conducted ten semi-structured audio-taped interviews with participants of community 

initiatives in Waitati.  

Sampling and recruitment 

 

Potential interviewees were defined as adult participants of the various community 

initiatives in Waitati. In order to talk to a wide range of people showing different 

degrees of involvement, I recruited key informants, for example the co-ordinators of 

some of the events on the one side and casual members on the other. This opened the 

possibility to relate different understandings of climate change and different degrees of 

involvement during the analysis. Acknowledging the possibility of gender-related 

differences in the answers, I also ensured that the same number of males and females 
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were interviewed. Table 3.1 below lists the interviews and the community initiatives 

that were of the main interest to the interviewee.  

The recruitment of participants for the interviews occurred initially by snowballing 

from one key contact identified through the WTT homepage. The key contact 

facilitated my presence at a Waitati Energy Project meeting, where I introduced myself 

and the research project. At the end of the meeting, I was approached by a number of 

people who volunteered to participate in the research. Other people, although not 

volunteering to participate themselves, passed on contact details from other persons 

accompanied by hints like “you definitely want to talk to…” (Observation, WEP 

meeting, 05.05.2010). This somewhat indicated that my main interest was understood 

to be in talking to key informants and community activists.  

In the course of the research, I continued to utilise my presence at the community 

events listed under participant observation as a platform for recruiting additional 

interviewees. This ensured that I was able to recruit research participants with a wide 

range of different personal interests. It was apparent that from the various community 

initiatives, not everything appealed to everyone to the same degree. Speaking to people 

with interests ranging from initiatives like ‘Get the Train’, ‘W3 Rideshare’ (W3), 

‘Waitati Energy Project’ (WEP), ‘Waitati Edible Gardens’ (WEGgies), ‘Waitati Open 

Orchards’ (WOO), ‘Blueskin Resilient Communities Trust’ (BRCT) and the ‘Waitati 

Film Society’ brought me into contact with a diverse range of discourses which 

broadened the database of the research and is also testimony for the diversity of 

Waitati’s people. 

Table 3 - List of Interviews  

IntervieweeIntervieweeIntervieweeInterviewee    Affiliated with/ especially interested inAffiliated with/ especially interested inAffiliated with/ especially interested inAffiliated with/ especially interested in    

Respondent A 
Waitati Energy Project, Blueskin Resilient Communities 

Trust  

Respondent B 
Waitati Energy Project, Waitati Edible Gardens, Waitati 

Film Society 

Respondent C* Get the Train 

Respondent D* Get the Train 

Respondent E Waitati Edible Gardens, Waitati Film Society 
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Respondent F 
Waitati Energy Project, Waitati Edible Gardens 

Respondent G* Waitati Energy Project 

Respondent H Waitati Open Orchards 

Respondent I 
Waitati Edible Gardens, Waitati Film Society, Blueskin 

Resilient Communities Trust 

Respondent J 
W3 Rideshare, Waitati Open Orchards, Waitati Edible 

Gardens 

* Non Waitati residents who participated in community initiatives based in or 

connected to Waitati.  

Interview schedule 

 

During the interviews, I used the interview schedule given in Appendix 1 as a guide 

in order to create a semi-structured framework for the interviews. I used the interview 

however to engage in what can be better termed a “guided conversation” (see Rubin 

and Rubin, 2005, chpt. 6). This means that, consistent with the theory building 

character of the research, the theory was the end product, rather than the starting point 

of the research. By conducting guided conversations, I minimised the danger of 

leading the respondents in predetermined directions. Although it is not possible to go 

into the field with no preconceptions at all (Reference), this interviewing technique 

was deemed most appropriate in order to ensure that what was said originated from the 

respondent’s own thoughts. 

Method of analysis 

 

After conducting the interviews, I transcribed the recorded material into text. In 

addition to capturing the spoken words, I also had regard to changes in the tone of the 

respondents while they were answering the questions. This was warranted because the 

research focused on people’s opinions and attitudes which constitute emotions that are 

in turn acoustically expressed through for example changes in volume and the pace of 

words (see Rubin and Rubin, 2005). 

For the analysis, I used Allen and Hardin’s (2001) discourse approach in that 

“Interview texts are conceptualized as a basis from which to explore how individuals 
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are inuenced by (and reciprocally inuence) the social, cultural, historical and 

political contexts that created them” (p. 174). 

In order to perform an effective analysis of the interview transcripts I coded them 

on the basis of themes that were derived from the research questions. In order to 

acknowledge social research as a dynamic process, I allowed for additional themes to 

emerge or for existent themes to be modified throughout the research process. The 

themes and the correlating interview questions are located in Appendix 1 of this thesis. 

 

PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION 

 

Since the research was aimed at how the respondent’s understandings of climate 

change perpetuate in their daily lives, I combined the autobiographical approach of 

Interviewing with the ethnographical approach of participant observation (see Denzin 

and Lincoln, 2008). During the research I participated in a range of relevant 

community events in addition to performing in-depth interviews with some of the 

participants of these events.  

Sampling procedures 

 

Waitati features a number of community initiatives that fit the theme of transition. 

In order to experience the diversity of these initiatives, I participated in a range of 

events during the research. Due to the advertisement of these events as being 

essentially open to the public, my presence did not require any particular up-front 

consultation. In case of the WEGgies however, I signed up for a casual membership 

with a small donation. This confirmed my interest to the other members and also 

ensured that I continuously received updates about the WEGgies community via email. 

Concerning the timeframe of my research, participant observation was not confined 

to a particular period but has continually accompanied the research process. The 

following table lists the occasions on that I participated in relevant community events. 
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Table 4 - Participation in Community Events  

EventEventEventEvent    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

Harvest Market Social gathering and option to buy, 

and/or sell local fresh produce, for 

example from the community garden. 

Waitati Energy Project Community 

Meeting 

A meeting to discuss the development of 

the Waitati Energy Project 

Waitati Open Orchards - Fruit Tree 

Planting Workshop 

A workshop for planting fruit trees as 

part of an initiative to plant fruit trees in 

public spaces around Waitati 

Blueskin 10-10-10 Climate Change 

Hikoi at the Dunedin venue 

The Blueskin Bay community 

contribution to the "Global Climate 

Work Party" organised by 350.org. 

Harvest Market Social gathering and option to buy, 

and/or sell local fresh produce, for 

example from the community garden. 
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In the field 

 

 

Figure 9 - Waitati Open Orchards, group picture after a tree planting workshop (2011, 

author’s own photograph) 

 

In order to collect genuine data about the people I researched, I attempted to 

perform the fieldwork as casual and informal way as possible. Although I was open 

about my intentions as a researcher, I continuously emphasized my personal interests 

in, and opinions on, many of the aspects that are addressed under the theme of 

transition. This created a casual atmosphere between likeminded people that was likely 

to produce the in-depth data that was desirable. With this in mind, I also deemed it 

beneficial to ask my partner to come along to some of the events. Due to the possibility 

of gender issues obstructing the fieldwork her presence worked against this potential 

obstacle and also provided an additional perspective on the social interactions at the 

community events. Additionally, she helped me in remembering observations that I 

later recorded into a field notebook. This was beneficial because during the activity 
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itself I minimised the use of the field notebook due to the unwanted reference to my 

role as a researcher.  

 

Method of analysis 

 

The observations I made during my presence at community events in Waitati were 

recorded into a field notebook. Similar to my coding approach to the interview 

transcripts, I also analysed the observation notes on the basis of themes that were 

partially predetermined through the specific research questions (see appendix 1) and 

partially emerged during the research. 

 

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF TEXTS AND IMAGES 

 

During the research I also utilised additional data sources such as web-pages and 

newspapers. These sources played a vital role in facilitating the active fieldwork 

because they provided me with key information about the various activities taking 

place in Waitati. Additionally, they warranted to become incorporated in the analysis 

because most of the articles emails and forums that I consulted were from, or about the 

people that I was researching. Thus, this circumstance enabled me to relate what I read 

from these sources with what I have heard and observed, thereby strengthening the 

existent corpus of data through additional validation of what I have heard and 

observed.  

The analysis of additional data sources also created additional data. This enabled 

me to observe how people from outside of Waitati wrote about Waitati, providing me 

with insight into yet different perspectives. In addition, it enabled me to analyse how 

key members of the various initiatives advocated their projects, partially revealing 

their rationale and motivation behind their efforts.  
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Sampling 

    

The following table lists the sources of secondary data that I consulted during the 

research. 

Table 5 - List of additional data sources 

Data SourceData SourceData SourceData Source    LocationLocationLocationLocation    

Waitati Transition Town 

homepage  

http://www.transitiontowns.org.nz/waitati 

Newsletter and homepage of 

Transition Towns New Zealand 

http://www.transitiontowns.org.nz 

Email subscriber and homepage 

of the Waitati Energy Project 

http://www.transitiontowns.org.nz/node/426 

Homepage of the Blueskin 

Energy Project 

http://www.blueskinpower.co.nz/ 

Email subscriber and homepage 

of the Waitati Edible Gardens  

http://www.transitiontowns.org.nz/node/427 

Blueskin News Local 

Newspaper 

Hard Copy available locally, alternatively 

http://newzealand.wikia.com/wiki/Blueskin_News 

Otago Daily Times Regional 

Newspaper 

Hard Copy and  

http://www.odt.co.nz/ 

Homepage of the Get The Train 

initiative 

http://getthetrain.blogspot.com/ 

Homepage of Blueskin Media  http://www.blueskin.co.nz/ 

Homepage of the Blueskin 

101010 Climate Change Hikoi 

http://www.transitiontowns.org.nz/node/2728 
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Method of analysis 

 

The additional data sources were useful for gathering general information about the 

community initiatives based in Waitati and provided that I was up to date with what’s 

going on in the Blueskin area throughout the duration of the research project and 

beyond. Additionally, the sources provided material that became part of my discourse 

analysis. In terms of invitations for community events for example, I was able to 

analyse the kind of language that was used in order to motivate people to come along. 

 

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING DATA ACQUISITION AND 

HANDLING 

 

Due to the personal nature of the data that was collected during the research, it was 

essential to account for ethical considerations concerning the collection and handling 

of the data. Thus, steps were undertaken that ensured that the research participants 

understood their right to withdraw from the project at any stage without any 

disadvantage for them of any kind. This was achieved by providing the research 

participants with an information sheet about the project and a consent form that they 

were asked to sign prior to the interview. Further provisions that the information sheet 

and consent form granted to the research participants were concerned with the 

responsible handling and secure storage of the personal data and its destruction at the 

end of the project. The template for the information sheet hand-out and the consent 

form can be found in the appendix of this thesis.  

Other ethical issues were encountered during the analysis of the collected data. Due 

to the small number of Interviews and the depth to which the interviews touched on 

personal thoughts, I therefore rendered the respondents anonymous through the use of 

synonyms for their actual names.  
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SITUATING KNOWLEDGE – POSITIONALITY AND REFLEXIVITY 

 

During the research, I actively participated in various community events in Waitati 

and Dunedin and conducted in depth interviews with some of the participants of these 

events. Thus it is necessary to account for the dynamic two-way character of the 

emergent researcher-researched relationship. This account goes beyond researcher bias 

and includes the thought that “how one goes about one’s work […] becomes part of 

what is being studied” (Shurmer-Smith, 2002, p. 95). In order to acknowledge this, I 

deployed the tactic of (self-)reflexivity. and how this practice highlights that social 

research based on hybrid epistemological assumptions is always partial and situated 

(Haraway, 1988, England, 1994) .  

In the words of Payne and Payne (2004), there is “an attractive common-sense 

about doing social research by watching (and listening to) other people going about 

their daily businesses” (p. 166). In practice however, this turns out to be a simplified 

statement because it is a fallacy to assume that it is possible to watch people and listen 

to them without considering the social situation in which the watching and listening 

takes place (Ibid.).  

Many textbooks and articles concerned with good practice in social research relate 

to the praxis of reflexivity (see for example England, 1994, Rose, 1997, Hay, 2000), 

which is a process that for example Hay (2000) described as “self-conscious scrutiny 

of [oneself] and the social nature of the research” (p. 34). The notion of reflexivity 

however is subject to on-going academic debate about the possibilities and limits of 

this practice. A major debated question is how reflexivity can aid in situating 

knowledge without reinforcing the assumptions that had triggered the discussion 

around the need for reflexivity in the first place (Rose, 1997). That this is a delicate 

terrain can be made visible by recalling Hay’s notion of the “self-conscious scrutiny” 

of oneself (Hay, 2000, p. 34), which brings up the question in how far the researcher 

can transcend his own discourse and self-consciously scrutinise himself. When 

objectivity is the benchmark for this approach, it is instantly doomed to failure. This is 

why it is important to acknowledge that my research is not aimed at an objective 

account. As researcher, I am aware that I can only deliver an analysis made through 

my own partial perspective. Being critical means making judgments; thus a critical 
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scrutiny of one’s own subjective perspective can only be again a subjective account. In 

order to acknowledge and deal with this problematic issue, I therefore designed the 

research to be transparent, which includes the option of verifying the results through, 

for example, additional questioning of the respondents. This transparency produces 

trustworthiness. In the end however, the benchmark for reflecting on knowledge 

gained through a partial perspective should be the question- does it make sense?, as 

opposed to- is it objective? 

 

Trustful Researcher-Researched relationship 

 

An important state to achieve in qualitative research is trust, especially when it 

involves methods that aim at elucidating private thoughts. Only when the participants 

trust the researcher would they talk openly to him about their personal thoughts, 

opinions, attitudes and feelings. This trust is also important during participant 

observation in order to assume that the researched behave naturally. I argue that I have 

achieved a trustful researcher-researched relationship during my research with 

participants of the Waitati Transition Town.  

Before the research participants signed up for participation in my research project, I 

provided them with the choice to either be named or to stay anonymous. Although I 

decided not to refer to any names on ethical grounds, it was an interesting observation 

by itself that all but one respondent were not concerned about their anonymity. This 

shows that trust between researcher and researched, which is a prerequisite for 

effective research, was achieved. 

This trustful and open relationship between researcher and researched was 

confirmed on other occasions as well. To elucidate this I recall my first public 

encounter with participants of the WEP. After I introduced myself and the research 

project, I was approached by a number of people volunteering to participate in the 

research. This confirmed that there were no apparent tensions surrounding my role as a 

researcher and outsider that might have constrained the possibility of conducting in-

depth research. 
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SUMMARY 

 

In this chapter I have described and justified the methodological framework that 

guided the research and the particular methods that were used to generate the data for 

my discourse analysis aimed at elucidating how the participants of the Waitati 

Transition Town understand climate change.  

The methodology is based on a postmodern and post-dualist view of knowledge 

production. This means that I, the researcher, approached the research question 

through a subjective, partial perspective. Hence, I cannot argue for the validity of the 

research by constructing a cloak of objectivity, which is common practice in the 

natural sciences. Instead, I acknowledged from the start that the research can only be 

subjective and defended its validity by other means, most significantly by invoking the 

terms transparency, trust and the benchmark of ‘making sense’ as opposed to ‘being 

objective’. 

Since the research aimed at the climate change discourse shared by participants of 

the Waitati Transition Town, conceptualised as a social entity, I conducted a case 

study. In order to capture the manifold ways in which discourse manifests itself in the 

world, for example through spoken words, social practices, written text and visual 

images, I utilised a multi-method approach. The methods I used were in-depth 

interviewing, participant observation and textual analysis. 

The vehicle for the research was interpersonal interaction with members of the 

Waitati community. Due to this interpersonal nature of the research that included 

probing into the private realms of the participants, it was important to account for 

ethically correct conduct of the research. I achieved this by being open about my 

intentions, requiring consent from the participants, rendering them anonymous and 

applying the statutory ethical behaviour guidelines set by University of Otago’s ethics 

committee.   
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

In the following I discuss what the research revealed in terms of answering the 

proposed research questions. The questions that the research aimed at answering were 

- How do participants of the Waitati Transition Town (WTT) understand climate 

change? 

- What role does scientific knowledge play in their understanding of climate 

change? 

- How are their understandings expressed in their everyday social practices? 

- How do their understandings relate to the theme of transition? 

The fieldwork produced a varied mix of data through applying a multi-method 

discourse approach that covered in-depth interviews, participant observation and a 

textual discourse analysis. In the following chapters I present the results of my analysis 

of the data and discuss their significance through speaking back to the research 

questions. 

 In chapter four I discuss what the research has revealed in terms of how the 

participants of the WTT overcome the reductionist science-policy framework that 

depicts climate change as pertaining exclusively to the thermodynamic properties of 

GHG and thus, advocates solutions that pertain largely to the energy sector. I show 

how the respondents exemplify that scientific knowledge is political and value-laden 

and how they come to belief that scientific knowledge and technocratic policy do not 

hold the means to effectively respond to the issue of climate change. 

 In chapter five, the research findings open a discussion on the social and cultural 

aspects of my respondent’s understanding of climate change. I show that the 

respondent’s engagement in the various community initiatives cannot be explained on 

the basis of their scientific knowledge of climate change. Instead their motivations are 

rooted in a cultural discourse that pre-dates their concern around climate change. 

Hence, the chapter provides evidence that understanding climate change is a process 

which happens on the basis of an already established discourse, as opposed to the 

claim that scientific knowledge, seen as dispatched from the social world on grounds 

of alleged objectivity, provides the sole and sufficient basis for understanding and 
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responding to climate change. For this task, the data gathered through participant 

observation proved to be a vital asset to the research methodology. Concluding, I 

discuss the implications of this case study for a broader theme that has recently come 

to be addressed through the emerging field ‘Geographies of Transition’. 

 

 

Figure 10 – Mind map illustrating the structure of the results and discussion chapter 
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4.1 MOVING BEYOND SCIENCE-POLICY DISCOURSE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Based on a situated, post-dualist view of knowledge production, I have unmasked 

the dominant science-policy discourse as to be embedded in a cultural context that is 

heavily influenced by industrialist-capitalist modes of thinking. These modes of 

thinking have resulted in an influential science-policy alliance that dominates political 

and public climate change discourse. I have shown that this alliance is problematic in 

some significant ways, both philosophically and politically.  

In order to call attention to alternative ways of understanding climate change I have 

contrasted the science-policy alliance with the theme of transition that offers a rather 

different and imaginative cultural context for climate change considerations to take 

place. In order to carry the theoretical resources of a situated view of knowledge and 

the theme of transition into a practical social context, I now turn my eyes on the 

Waitati Transition Town and on how its participants understand the issue of climate 

change in a way that challenges the underlying beliefs of the alliance of scientific 

knowledge and technocratic reasoning. In section 4.2 I clarify the label Transition 

Town for the context of Waitati in order to clarify the case study approach and to point 

out some problems associated with labelling a diverse group of people. In section 4.3, I 

discuss how the research participant’s understandings of climate change exemplify the 

political nature of scientific knowledge, and argue that the respondents overcome the 

reductionist scientific framing of climate change in scientific terms of GHG emissions 

and embody the issue into an alternative cultural discourse.  

In section 4.4, I summarise the discussion so far and lead on to chapter 5 which is 

concerned with a more detailed analysis of the parent cultural discourse that provides 

the basis for my respondents’ understanding of climate change.   
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THE NAME TRANSITION TOWN 

 

During the fieldwork, I met a diverse range of people and it appeared to me that 

there was need to clarify the definition of the research approach as a case study. The 

research participants revealed different opinions on the topic Waitati Transition Town, 

which led me to the conclusion that I first had to clarify what the Waitati Transition 

Town is about in the eyes of its participants. I found, that looking at the Waitati 

Transition Town as seen as a single social unit that forms a holistic entity, which after 

Payne and Payne (2004) is a defining attribute of case studies, was not going to be 

successful. In the following paragraphs, I discuss the meaning that the descriptor, or 

label, Transition Town holds in the eyes of my respondents, and clarify how this 

relates to the boundaries of the case study.  

During the fieldwork, it occurred to me that the name Transition Town with respect 

to Waitati did not apply as seamlessly as expected. The first significant finding was 

that the respondents were somewhat cautious and hesitant when invoking the name 

Transition Town. Respondent H for example said: “I think it [the Waitati Transition 

Town] has been very low key, that’s just how it is and it hasn’t been any big deal I 

don’t think. And I suspect there are quite a few people who are not aware of the 

Waitati Transition Town, haha”. By noting that the impact of the Waitati Transition 

Town on the community seems to be modest and suspecting that there might be “quite 

a few people” in Waitati who are not aware of the Waitati Transition Town, 

Respondent H revealed that the fit between the name Transition Town and the various 

community initiatives I was looking at might be more subtle and yet complex than I 

first thought.  

Probably the most obvious reason for the cautious use of the name Transition Town 

is that most of the community initiatives existed before the name Transition Town 

reached Waitati. Respondent E referred to this circumstance directly by saying “we 

were doing all the stuff before the name got put on us”. By resorting to the expression 

“got put on us”, she also suggests that she, and others, had no say in applying the name 

Transition Town to Waitati.  

There was however no outright hostility towards the Waitati Transition Town and 

some highlighted that it might be useful to have that name. Respondent A for example 
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thought that “quite possible it’s good to have that name [Transition Town], because 

that’s giving it a profile”. In the same train of thought however he ascertains that “it’s 

a subtle thing, we don’t advertise it a lot”. From these responses, a theme started to 

emerge that draws a distinction between Transition Town as a political movement and 

a more subtle interpretation of an idea of Transition. Whereas the former interpretation 

was mostly rejected, most respondents agreed, that in its subtle form, the name 

Transition Town might yield benefits. While elaborating on this thought, Respondent F 

explained her views on the Waitati Transition Town as follows: 

It’s a small community and I think it’s easy to overload them with just 

another structure. There were things before, like the WEGgies. Blueskin 

Baywatch I suppose, and so having sort of more like an umbrella, I guess 

how I see, it is just linking a whole lot of things together… the rideshare of 

course.  And a way of linking them into a more national picture, which I 

think is great.  

In her understanding, the role of the name Transition Town is that of an umbrella 

that subtly connects the various community initiatives and also that of providing a 

platform for linking that what is going on in Waitati into a national picture. She reveals 

reluctance however in terms of interpreting the Transition Town as a structure and 

highlights that it is the linking-together aspect of Transition, rather than any political 

agenda, which for her is what the Waitati Transition Town is about. 

In a similar manner, Respondent B highlighted an apparent fit between what 

Transition is about and what happens in Waitati. He explains: 

In my understanding it’s a very appropriate name, very suitable name, 

because that’s what we are doing, we are transitioning from one paradigm 

to another. Most of us don’t even know what the new paradigm is; we 

know what the old one is; we’re not even sure what the new one is going to 

be. We got some ideas and that’s evolving as we move along. Yeah, I think 

it’s a good name. Describes what we are doing quite well. 

Respondent B understands that Transition implies a paradigm shift and goes on 

explaining that, whereas the old paradigm covers the “modern western lifestyle of 

excessive consumption”, the new one is still elusive and not describable through a 

single course of action. Obviously, Respondent B understands the name Transition 

Town not as an essentially political structure, but rather as a subtle platform for trying 

out ideas that might facilitate a paradigm shift away from consumerism and towards a 

lower consumption lifestyle, whereas for him there seems to be no particular blueprint 
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that could, or should, be followed. Respondent A had a similar idea of what Transition 

is about and noted that “we have really gone with the idea that there is no blueprint, 

which is also a paradoxical idea in the Transition Town movement”. With this 

explanation, he eases the potential political tension that might emanate from a political 

reading of what Transition Towns are about. He went on explaining that “Transition is 

a way of looking at the world and focus on the good things, not criticise but create”, 

thereby noting that for him, Transition is more about creating something that is wanted 

rather than about criticising things that are unwanted.  

Respondent F also referred to a conflict of interest between the Transition Town 

movement in a political sense and a more subtle theme of Transition. He said that for 

him, Transition Towns “in itself [are] not actually a mechanism for doing all these 

things”, thereby referring to the manifold community initiatives in Waitati. He went on 

explaining “I’m not really into it [Transition Towns]. For me it’s more about people 

and community doing things for the community, rather than some label. But, you know 

if the label fits and has some benefits than that’s fine”. 

This section has brought to light some tensions that surround the name Transition 

Town. These tensions pertain to at least two different readings of the name Transition 

Town. Most of the respondents were hesitant in using the name Transition Town in the 

sense of a political structure for Waitati and maintain that its role needs to be seen in a 

more subtle way. There was reluctance in accepting the label Transition Town in a 

political sense, which I ascribe to the fear of the residents to end up getting politicised 

in ways they had no say in. The underlying idea of Transition however was usually 

embraced and it was understood that what happens in Waitati and what the Transition 

theme implies matches quite well.  

Whereas these tensions reveal a strong political conscious of Waitati’s people on 

the one hand, their presence can also be interpreted as a positive and attractive aspect 

of the Transition theme. Other, more politicised ‘green’ movements might have had no 

chance at all in terms of being accepted by the community. Through its elusiveness 

and subtle character however, the Transition concept made sense to the respondents 

and was mainly accepted without much opposition. I therefore note that the boundaries 

of the case study are not set by the Waitati Transition Town as a political structure. 

The bonds that form the holistic social entity I was researching are rather made up 
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through a loose set of ideas that are shared among the people who participate in the 

Waitati community initiatives. Discussing these ideas is the central baseline of the 

following sections. 

The emphasis of the next section is to explore how the participants of the Waitati 

Transition Town (WTT) exemplify that scientific knowledge about climate change is 

understood through discursive struggles for meaning.  

 

UNDERSTANDING CLIMATE CHANGE – THE ROLE OF SCIENTIFIC 

KNOWLEDGE 

 

Critical academic scholarship notes that in current political discourses, scientific 

knowledge about climate change has become normalised as the sacrosanct point of 

reference (Mccormick, 2007, Hulme, 2008). The main reason for the superior position 

of scientific knowledge in climate change debates is the belief that science produces 

objective facts that represent a value-free image of the reality of climate change. 

Scientific climate change knowledge is therefore advertised as a superior kind of 

knowledge that can be directly translated into political action on the matter 

(Grundmann, 2007). This is problematic because it has resulted in an understanding of 

climate change that depicts the issue as a problem that relates to the “universal 

physical properties of greenhouse gases” (Demeritt, 2001, p. 307). This framing of the 

problem has found an ally in the environmental political field, where it is used to 

propose climate change mitigation measures that are exclusively aimed at reducing 

GHG emissions. The concept of Transition challenges this science-driven and 

centralised climate change approach, the cultural roots of which can, according to 

Dryzek (1997), be traced back to the rise of industrialist-capitalist modes of thinking. 

Instead of focussing on the reduction of GHG, the idea of Transition implies that the 

actual problem needs to be approached on a cultural level. Instead of simply reducing 

GHG emissions in order to achieve the survival of dominant cultural modes of 

thinking, the name Transition suggests that it is the modes of thinking itself that need 

to be put in question. In the following discussion, I elucidate how the research 

participants think about the scientific framing of climate change. 
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During the interviews, I found that for some of the interviewees, the Waitati Film 

Society which has since 1975 become an iconic key institution of the community 

(Walton, 2005), facilitated defining encounters with climate change through screening 

documentaries like the infamous “An Inconvenient Truth” (Guggenheim, 2006). The 

documentary draws a vision of climate change in mainly scientific terms and for the 

respondents, the movie triggered some alarming feelings about climate change 

impacts. Respondent B for example expressed his thoughts after watching the 

documentary as “shit- this is big. And it’s very serious and it’s right now”. This 

indicates that, for him, the documentary produced disturbing prospects about climate 

change. For Respondent B, the movie inspired him to see climate change as an 

alarming issue, which is expressed by his thought “we will have to sort it [climate 

change] out, or nature will sort it out for us – mass extinction of humans…” His views, 

he said, were influenced by the documentary mentioned above.  

The documentary “An Inconvenient Truth” (Guggenheim, 2006) plays into a debate 

about alarming and alarmist interpretations of climate science (Hawkins, 2009). In this 

debate, Hulme (2006) sees scientific evidence being abused and replaced by fear 

mongering scenarios of catastrophes for mainly political reasons. His article reads  

The increasing use of this pejorative term [catastrophic] - and its bedfellow 

qualifiers ‘chaotic’, ‘irreversible’, ‘rapid’ - has altered the public discourse 

around climate change. This discourse is now characterised by phrases 

such as ‘climate change is worse than we thought’, that we are approaching 

‘irreversible tipping in the Earth's climate’, and that we are ‘at the point of 

no return’ (Hulme, 2006, p. 1). 

The film “An Inconvenient Truth” is no stranger to these phrases, and Hulme would 

not be the only one to point out the political motives of Al Gore, a former candidate for 

presidency in the USA, who is the main actor and moderator of the documentary. 

Hulme’s statement however motivated Risbey (2008) to analyse scientifically 

predicted scenarios of climate change and arrive at the conclusion that the predictions 

would indeed be accurately described by attributes like ‘catastrophic’. This debate 

shows that scientific knowledge about climate change is highly political and can be 

understood in different ways. The research participants who watched the documentary 

were left with an alarming impression about climate change impacts. Since there are 

others who would classify the documentary as a fear mongering attempt to influence 
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public opinion for political reasons, this exemplifies the complex discursive formations 

in which scientific knowledge is situated. 

In the next section, I discuss how the respondents think about the labels ‘Global 

Warming’ and ‘Climate Change’ in order to point out the reductionist character of the 

purely scientific framework of climate change.  

 

GLOBAL WARMING? CLIMATE CHANGE? 

 

In order to gain further insight into the respondents’ understandings of climate 

change, I encouraged interviewees to explain their thoughts on the phrase ‘global 

warming’ used as a synonym for climate change. Both labels are dominant in 

mainstream discourses around climate change and are often used to describe the same 

issue. For Respondent C however, global warming is “a very unfortunate phrase 

because it makes people believe things that are not appropriate”. He highlights that this 

is because the label global warming fails to capture “the diversity of things that might 

happen”. This diversity for him includes for example “droughts in some and flooding 

in other areas”. These explanations elucidate Respondent C’s process of negotiating 

the meaning of the expressions global warming and climate change.  

Respondent I took her considerations about labels like global warming and climate 

change one step further and suggested the alternative phrase “global collapse” which 

she admitted was heavily influenced by the work of Jared Diamond (Diamond, 2005). 

She said that reading the book Collapse was  

the first time when I saw how it all impacted together. Rather then there 

being only one thing like sea level rise. And you’ve got deforestation and 

droughts and loss of biodiversity, and pollution and of course what’s going 

on in the oceans. 

In his book, Diamond investigates reasons for the disappearance of ancient high 

cultures such as the Mayans or the Vikings (see De Menocal et al., 2005 for a 

collection of reviews). Amongst the major reason for a whole society to disappear, he 

suggest are catastrophic climatic events, overexploitation of the environment, 

overpopulation and political instability (Diamond, 2005). When Respondent I justified 

her recommendation to replace the label climate change with ‘global collapse’, she 
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reveals that she understands climate change through situating it in a picture of societal 

breakdown that she sees catalysed by catastrophic climatic changes.  

Respondent A and Respondent H also spent some thoughts on a different label for 

climate change and both asserted independently, that if there is need for a label then it 

should be “global storming”. This thought reveals that for both, Respondent A and 

Respondent H, understanding the issue of climate change as a literal warming falls 

short on capturing the impacts of climate change, better symbolised through the term 

storming. Similar to Respondent I, he highlights that climate change is essentially an 

issue pertaining to social stability. In particular, he referred to works by Dimitry Orlov, 

that Respondent A termed a “hybrid analysis of peak oil, climate change and economic 

breakdown”. By adding that for him, “climate change is not only a physical change”, 

Respondent A, similar to Respondent I, departs from seeing climate change as a single 

issue related to changes in greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere. By 

referring to a “hybrid analysis” Respondent A integrates climate change into thoughts 

around Orlov’s elaborations on the manifold reasons for potential societal breakdown 

(for an example of Orlov's writings, see Orlov, 2008). 

Compared to these interpretations of climate change, scientific constructions of the 

issue that refer exclusively to the “universal physical properties of greenhouse gases”, 

turn into reductionist formulae (Demeritt, 2001, p. 307). Hence, the views on climate 

change shared by Respondent A, Respondent H and Respondent I challenge the 

dominant political science-policy discourse by arguing that climate change does not 

warrant to be viewed as a single problem with a single cause. They maintain that 

climate change should not be separated from a wider context pertaining to social 

stability and the fear of a collapse of society. Respondent F brought this thought to the 

point “the  

 

TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS TO CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

Based on the scientific framework that depicts climate change as a problem relating 

to GHG concentrations and emissions, common politically advocated mitigation 

measures involve the often subsidised implementation of low carbon technology. In 

the following, I discuss how the research participants think about the dominant linear 
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model that connects scientific knowledge, policy and technology with respect to 

climate change.   

When I asked Respondent F about his thoughts on the potential of technology to 

solve the issue of climate change, he said: “The proponents of technology seem to say- 

we want to continue living like we do in the rich western countries. And the way to do 

it is to use technology to solve our problems”. Apparently he sees the root of the 

climate change problem in the lifestyle of people in rich western countries and for him, 

resorting to technology is a way of defending this lifestyle. He added that this kind of 

thinking “lets them off the hook”, by playing down the need to look for the problem 

and the solution in the lifestyle itself. 

Respondent E introduced an example ‘green technology’ by referring to the idea of 

clean coal. Obviously aroused, she exclaimed that “there is no such thing as clean coal! 

That should be just laughed at! If anybody comes up with something like that, they 

should be laughed out of the room!” Her emotional outburst reveals that for her, a 

focus on technology alone does not embrace the fundamental reasons that created the 

problem of anthropogenic climate change in the first place.  

Respondent B showed a similar conservative attitude towards the role that 

technology can play in terms of providing solutions to climate change. He explained:  

 “It [technology] is going to be important but it’s certainly not the only 

thing that’s important. You would have heard the saying ‘reduce, reuse, 

recycle’? I think I would almost like to rewrite that: ‘reduce, reduce and 

reduce’. Oh yeah, and recycle and reuse, but focus more on the reducing”. 

By referring to the need to reduce the “modern western lifestyle of excessive 

consumption”, he reveals that also for him, technology seems to be a way of not 

having to admit that the roots of the climate change problem are to be looked for in the 

industrialist-capitalist culture of consumerism. 

Other respondents referred to a different problematic that they see attached to 

attempts of technologically solve climate change. Respondent J for example 

complained that introducing biofuels “might not make CO2 but destroys the forest and 

needs more pesticides”. Apparently it is her impression that biofuels do not solve the 

problem but rather transfer it to a different stage.  Respondent H showed a similarly 

critical attitude towards technology as a means of responding to climate change and 
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maintained that “technology in the past always had other problems associated with 

that. So I don’t think there will be a techno-fix”. 

In summary of this section, I have found out that the research participants had 

conservative opinions on technology as a means of mitigating climate change. Their 

explanations revealed that for them, climate change is not amenable to technological 

solutions because the roots of the problem are essentially grounded in the industrialist-

capitalist discourse of consumerism.   

 

SUMMARY 

 

To summarise chapter four, I now highlight the key findings that were revealed 

during this part of the discussion. 

I started the chapter with a discussion of the meaning that the name Transition 

Town holds in the eyes of the research participants. Significantly I found that that the 

respondents showed reluctance in accepting the label Transition Town in the sense of a 

political structure. Apparently, the interviewees feared to end up getting politicised in 

ways they had no say in. The underlying idea of Transition however was usually 

embraced, and it was understood that the name Transition Town, seen as a nonaligned 

descriptor as opposed to a political driving force, provides a means of linking together 

the various community initiatives and incorporating them into a broader discourse of 

Transition.  

I have furthermore addressed the role that scientific knowledge plays in 

understanding climate change. On the basis of discussing the documentary “An 

Inconvenient Truth” (Guggenheim, 2006), I have shown that scientific knowledge is 

not objective, but always political and thus can be understood in different ways. Most 

of the research participants maintained that they understand the scientific knowledge 

about climate change in an alarming way. I have substantiated this finding by pointing 

out the use of phrases like cataclysmic events, catastrophes or mass-extinction, which 

are terms that featured the vocabulary of my respondents when they were talking about 

scientifically predicted climate change scenarios. This shows that the main role of 

scientific knowledge in shaping the respondent’s discourse on climate change was in 
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terms of making climate change appear as a potential threat. It is interesting to note 

that in this way, the scientific knowledge claims seem to be on their side and can be 

used politically to defend and promote their own lifestyle choices.  

Through a discussion on the respondents’ views on the labels ‘Global Warming’ 

and ‘Climate Change’, I have shown that the respondents do not see climate change as 

a stand-alone issue pertaining to the single cause of rising greenhouse gas emissions. 

Thus, they challenge the dominant science-policy discourse around climate change 

through embodying the issue into a wider context of social stability, which they see 

brought into jeopardy by a range of interconnected issues such as resource depletion, 

deforestation, pollution, loss of biodiversity, economic instability and climate change.  

In terms of solutions to climate change, the interviewees showed not much belief 

that technological attempts can deliver solutions without a cultural change taking place 

at the same time. While most respondents see that science and technology will play a 

major role as tools used along the way of finding solutions, the way itself however has 

to be a cultural paradigm shift away from industrialist-capitalist modes of thinking that 

have resulted in a consumerist lifestyle in the western world. The respondents maintain 

that it is the lifestyle that needs to be changed and not the technology that has enabled 

the consumerist lifestyle in the first place.   

Overall, the discussion highlights that understanding climate change is an emergent 

property of the cultural discourse in which the issue is situated. Scientific knowledge is 

part of this discourse and it cannot be argued to constitute an objective account that 

transcends perspectives (see Lahsen, 2007). Thus, the political focus on GHG 

emissions which is based on an authoritative scientific climate change discourse is 

problematic because it marginalises alternative understandings of climate change and 

effectively excludes them from the decision making process. This exclusion is 

unjustified and shows the political power relations that are at work in the process of 

knowledge production. 
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4.2 IN TRANSITION  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In this chapter, I take the research results into a discussion of the underlying core 

values that have motivated the research participants to participate in the various 

community initiatives based in Waitati. In the previous chapter I have discussed that 

the respondents understand climate change on the basis of an already existing 

discourse that has two main implications with respect to climate change. Firstly, the 

respondents see the underlying causes of climate change as deeply rooted in the 

industrialist-capitalist legacy of excessive consumerism. For some, the appropriate 

way to respond to the issue is therefore a lifestyle change as opposed to applying 

techno-fixes that seem to tackle the problem only superficially. Secondly, the issue of 

climate change stands not by itself but is rather intimately connected to other socio-

economic and socio-ecological issues such as peak oil, economic instability, land and 

water pollution and biodiversity loss. Their view of climate change as a complex and 

hybrid issue suggests the assumption out that there is a cultural parent discourse to 

which the respondents subscribe. This discourse seems to differ significantly from the 

dominant science-policy discourse around climate change. I now broaden the scope of 

the discussion in order to characterise the core values of the parent discourse in which 

the respondents situate climate change. I furthermore establish links between the 

discourse shared by the respondents and the idea of transition through discussing how 

the imaginary platform for social change, that the transition concept provides, is filled 

with life in the case of the Waitati Transition Town. 
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CONCEPTUALISING CORE VALUES OF A DISCOURSE 

 

It has been argued that the dominance of a science-policy discourse around climate 

change has resulted in political responses that  target climate change as largely a matter 

for the energy sector (Pielke Jr., 2005). This is for example visible in the approach of 

promoting the implementation of low-carbon technologies by means of economic 

incentives (Kates and Wilbanks, 2003). Commonly termed mitigation, Smit et al. 

(2000, p. 224-225),  describe this doing as “a response to the broad issue of climate 

change and involves reducing or stabilising greenhouse gas emissions or levels, in 

order to mitigate changes in climate.” As a companion to mitigation, Smit et al. (2000) 

note that adaptation is increasingly recognised as a necessary element of climate 

change considerations. They define adaptation as “adjustments in ecological-social-

economic systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli, their effects or 

impacts” (p. 225).  In this thematic, an important question has been how to motivate 

social change with respect to adopting climate change mitigation and adaptation 

measures? 

Lorenzoni and Hulme (2009) discussed that the techno-scientific discourses around 

climate change are not providing a sufficient understanding for encouraging social 

change. The reason for this, as some have argued, is that current scientific discourses 

mediated through mainstream media sources are unsuccessful in making climate 

change meaningful for people’s everyday life (see for example Nisbet and Mooney, 

2007).  

In the following, I discuss how the participants of the Waitati Transition Town 

exemplify that in their everyday life, climate change becomes meaningful on the basis 

of a cultural parent discourse. Embedded in language and social practices, this parent 

discourse reflects, and at the same time shapes, how people go about their everyday 

life. The various community initiatives that are based in, or else connected with 

Waitati provide spaces for social interaction that for the participants of these activities 

constitute part of their everyday life. During my research, I talked to a range of people 

with different interests, which is reflected in their choice of the particular initiatives 

they were participating in. I now report on my analysis of the research results. This 

analysis aimed at identifying and conceptualising the core values of the discourse that 
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the research participants share through social interaction. Additionally, I discuss the 

implications of the findings in terms of how they relate to the theme of transition.  

 

A GLOBAL MORAL RESPONSIBILITY 

 

When I asked Respondent B about pictures that come to his mind when he thinks 

about climate change, he answered “the first shot of Earth from space shown in the Al 

Gore movie. To me that’s an icon. It says that it is finite, it’s not infinite. Once we 

bugger it up, that’s it! Once it’s screwed it’s screwed. So yeah this is one thing that 

comes to mind… Earth…” The picture he is referring to is commonly termed 

‘Earthrise’ and is seen in figure 11. What is significant about Respondent B’s reference 

to this picture is that it reveals his global moral conscious. The ‘we’ in his explanation 

observably refers to himself and every fellow human, which shows that for him, 

climate change is an issue that concerns humanity as a whole. By pointing out the 

finiteness that comes to his mind when thinking about this picture of Earth as seen 

from space, he also indirectly challenges the industrialist-capitalist baseline of 

continuous growth. This shows how visual images are part of discourse and can play a 

role in the process of meaning making.  

I detected a similar train of thought in Respondent F’s thinking. When he said that 

“from the 60s onward, looking after the planet has always been my concern; […] 

climate change reinforced this idea,” he reveals that there is an intimate connection 

between his understanding of climate change and his global moral conscious, 

expressed through “looking after the planet”, that predates his concern with climate 

change. Hence, I identify the core value of a global moral responsibility that is 

detectable in some of the respondent’s explanations.  
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Figure 11 - The picture ‘Earthrise’ taken by the Apollo 8 crew on Dec. 24, 1968 in 

lunar orbit (NASA, 1968) 

 

SOCIAL JUSTICE 

 

When talking about her main concern about climate change, Respondent E said that 

“I feel that climate change is really- it’s going to be a total disaster for the poor people. 

The social justice aspect of it [climate change] is very big for me”. This shows that her 

passion for social justice constituted the basis for understanding climate change in a 

way that is meaningful to her. A different kind of social justice that I detected in my 

respondent’s explanations refers to a moral obligation towards young people and 

future generations. Respondent H for example said: “Probably most people in the 

Transition Town, they are thinking of the children. What sort of world are we passing 

on to them?” Respondent G shared a similar thought: 

I’m certainly very concerned and frightened. Probably it won’t affect me 

too much in my lifetime but seeing young people I know- their lives are 

going to be made very difficult by it [climate change]. That’s enough to 

make me want to change my behaviour and do things towards mitigating it.  
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This statement shows that for Respondent G, in the face of frightening prospects 

that climate change represents for him, a core motivation for taking action in order to 

mitigate climate change is a moral obligation towards young people.  

I identify the core value of social justice that plays a significant role in the parent 

discourse that provides the basis for the respondents’ understands of climate change. 

 

CONNECTION TO LAND AND NATURE 

 

For Respondent E, one reason that made her participate in the Waitati Edible 

Gardens group (WEGgies) is her feeling of connectedness to the land. “I grew up on a 

farm, so I feel very connected to the land” was what she said about her motivation to 

join the WEGgies. She added “the best part is getting together and see things grow”, 

thereby revealing her passion for things that grow. Respondent D referred to one 

growing thing in particular: “We need to plant more trees! The breadth of the world is 

coming out of those trees, and we are killing them!” In addition to showing his global 

consciousness by referring to “we”, meaning humanity, he also shows his connection 

to nature. “In harmony with, that’s the feeling; working with, instead of against. Slow 

down,… smell the bush!” was his continuing thought, which reveals that he sees the 

relationship between humans and nature as harmonic.  

Respondent B also shared a harmonic thought: “I go walking down to Doctor’s 

Point Beach sometime; at dawn … just … breath-taking beauty. Ah, what a beautiful 

planet! […] I love animals, plants and that whole beautiful thing that is the biosphere. 

And it seems a shame to destroy such a pretty planet really” This response reinforces 

his global consciousness and shows that it is not only characterised by a moral 

obligation towards the non-human world but also by a state of harmony that he feels 

towards nature.  

The parent discourse that is the conceptual ground for these respondents’ 

understanding of climate change is characterised by expressing a harmonic relationship 

between the human and non-human world. Figure 12 shows a picture of the Blueskin 

Bay, the place which most of my respondents call home. The tranquil setting of the 

area correlates with the core value of harmony that respondent B revealed when he 
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talked about his walks along Doctor’s Point beach, which is a part of the Blueskin Bay. 

This shows how interaction between people and land, here exemplified by going for a 

walk, are discursive practices in that they play a role in expressing and shaping 

people’s understanding of the world and the things within. The finding also shows the 

hybrid epistemological foundation of discourse, where knowledge production is an 

emergent property of discursive interaction between people, and between people and 

nature.     

 

Figure 12- The tranquil setting of the Blueskin Bay (2011, authors own photograph) 

 

TOGETHERNESS 

 

For some respondents the main interest in terms of participation in community 

initiatives based in, or else connected to the Waitati Transition Town is the ‘Get the 

Train’ initiative. The initiative aims at re-establishing a commuter train along the Main 

South Line. By means of this example I show that it is possible to identify core values 

of a discourse. Respondent D for example said about why he is interested in re-

establishing a commuter train: “The rail is a way of life, a very communal way.” In 
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similar manner, Respondent C said “the train is very community-building because it 

connects people.” This shows that the communal aspect of the Get the Train initiative 

was a significant factor that moved Respondent D and Respondent C to participate in 

the initiative. 

Talking about a different kind of public transport, Respondent G highlighted a 

similar aspect:  

You know, it’s actually quite good going on a bus. It’s got sort of this 

social atmosphere.  If people could go back to that instead of sitting in their 

solitary car in an angry mind-set usually at peak hour traffic, that would be 

a better way to live. 

These responses show that public transport initiatives are seen positively by the 

respondents because they are communal ways of travel, as opposed to individual 

travel. While public transportation certainly produces less GHG emissions than 

everyone driving his/her own car, it is interesting to note that the respondents rather 

highlight the communal aspect of public transportation when they think about what 

motivated them to participate in public transport initiatives.  

That the communal role plays a more important role in terms of motivating people 

to participate in community initiatives than the fact that they reduce GHG emissions 

also applies to other than public transport initiatives. About the Edible Gardens Tour, 

hosted by the WEGgies, Respondent A said:  

“You can’t get somebody excited by saying- hey, let’s talk about climate 

change. You get somebody excited by saying- look at the size of my 

potatoes, or- let’s have a day going to look at gardens and have a fantastic 

meal and meet some really interesting people. You know, you get excited 

about that. […] For many people the socialising aspects are more 

motivating than climate change.”  

These responses show that thoughts around building community and connecting 

people are integral to the parent discourse of the interviewees. Fig. 13 shows the 

Waitati Harvest Market, which provides a context for social interaction. One 

significant observation I made during my presence at this event was that everyone 

seemed to enjoy the social atmosphere of the gathering. There were conversations 

everywhere, also tea and cookies were provided; and while the adults were talking, the 

children were fascinated by the wooden, hand-operated juice squeezer. Since it was the 

time of apple harvest, everyone was able to taste freshly squeezed apple juice.  
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From the discussion of the importance of the community building aspects of the 

community initiatives based in or connected to Waitati I draw a fourth core value of 

the parent discourse that is shared by the participants of the Waitati Transition town: 

togetherness. 

 

 

 

Figure 13 - Waitati Harvest Market (18.04.2010, authors own photograph) 

 

RELATION OF THE CORE VALUES TO TRANSITION 

 

I have conceptualised four core values of the parent discourse that for the 

participants of the Waitati Transition Town provide a cultural and spiritual context in 

which their thoughts pertaining to climate change are situated. The core values are a 

global moral responsibility, social justice, a harmonic relationship between humans 

and nature, and social togetherness. In this section I discuss how these core values 

relate to the theme of transition. 
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Central to the theme of transition and, in a way, the envisioned outcome of the 

transition in a practical sense is the concept of resilience. In the Transition handbook, 

Rob Hopkins refers to resilience as “the ability of a system, from individual people to 

whole economies, to hold together and maintain their ability to function in the face of 

change and shocks from the outside” (Hopkins, 2008, p. 12). The two main sources of 

shocks from the outside that he had in mind are peak oil and climate change. Hopkins 

goes on and explains that there are manifold ways for achieving resilience: 

“Rebuilding local agriculture and food production, localising energy production, 

rethinking healthcare, rediscovering local building materials in the context of zero 

energy building, rethinking how we manage waste, all build resilience and offer the 

potential of an extraordinary renaissance – economic, cultural and spiritual” (p. 15). In 

this context, the first two examples are most relevant because they refer to activities 

that are expressed in the Waitati Transition Town through the WEGgies, the Waitati 

Open Orchards, the harvest markets and the Waitati Energy Project. 

The participants of the Waitati Transition Town show that, on the basis of their 

cultural and spiritual core values, they understand the issue of climate change in ways 

that fit the concept of transition. This understanding depicts climate change not as a 

stand-alone issue but rather situates climate change in a broader context that also 

covers other issues and ideas that are otherwise manly approached in isolation. The 

community initiatives work towards resilience and in that, they harness the power of a 

positive vision. In their pursuit of a harmonic relationship between the human and the 

non-human world, the participants of the Waitati Transition Town tackle multiple 

issues such as resource depletion, pollution, economic instability and climate change at 

the same time. The theme of transition captures this pursuit through the positive vision 

of a resilient future, achieved through a discursive shift towards a culture based on 

underlying values that greatly differ from those present in the dominant industrialist-

capitalist discourse. This cultural shift is the actual transition and the response to socio-

ecological and socio-economic issues through building resilience is the vehicle that 

carries this shift. Hence, the most intriguing and powerful aspect of the transition 

concept is already its name – transition.   
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SUMMARY 

 

In this chapter I characterised the parent discourse that for the participants of the 

Waitati Transition Town provides the cultural basis for their understanding of climate 

change. 

Through my analysis of interview transcripts, observations made during my 

personal presence in community events and analysing texts and visual images, I 

discussed that discourse manifests itself in the world in manifold ways. 

I have conceptualised four core values of the discourse that the participants share. 

Although there is an issue of generalizability, since the existence of all four values are 

not necessarily represented in the statements of all research participants unanimously, 

it is a valid assumption that a complete rupture between core values hold by different 

participants can be ruled out. Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge that the 

characterisation of discourse in terms of core values is of qualitative nature and not 

necessarily generalizable.    

The four core values pertain to a global moral consciousness, social justice, 

harmony between the human and non-human world, and social togetherness. 

Significantly, I found that these core values are based on an ontology that highlights 

connectedness as an underlying principle of the world. I have shown that this 

connectedness can be conceptually grasped through deploying a discourse perspective 

based on a hybrid epistemology. 

I suggest that the results of this chapter provide evidence for an alternative reading 

of climate change as a complex cultural phenomenon. These views challenge the 

construction of climate change as a techno-scientific matter and reveal that the issue is 

meaningful for my respondents because they go beyond a purely scientific reading and 

embed their thoughts about climate change into their everyday lives.  

Concluding, I showed that the theme of transition falls into place with the core 

values shared by my respondents. The theme calls for a cultural shift away from 

industrialist-capitalist modes of thinking and towards abundant, resilient communities 

that exist in a harmonic relationship with their natural surroundings. Responding to a 

range of socio-ecological and socio-economic issues such as peak oil, pollution, 
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economic instability and climate change, is the vehicle that steers towards this positive 

vision. Hence, while stating the need to be aware of and respond to these problems, it 

is the prospect of creating a better world and solving the problems along the way, 

which makes the theme so intriguing and powerful.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
 

This chapter concludes the thesis in three ways. Firstly, I report back on the 

research questions and formulate answers in terms of summarising the research 

findings with respect to each question. Secondly, I elaborate on the limitations of the 

research and formulate some possibilities for further enquiry that I have identified 

during the research. I finish with a few concluding thoughts that reflect back on the 

whole of the research project. Figure 14 represents the usual mind map that illustrates 

the structure of the conclusion chapter.  

 

 

Figure 14 – Mind map illustrating the structure of the conclusion chapter 
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SPEAKING BACK TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 

How do participants of the Waitati Transition Town understand climate change? 

 

By deploying a discourse perspective, I gained insights into how the research 

participants understand climate change.  

Through a discussion of the respondents’ views on the labels ‘Global Warming’ and 

‘Climate Change’, I showed that the respondents do not see climate change as a stand-

alone issue pertaining to the single cause of rising greenhouse gas emissions. Hence, 

they challenge the dominant science-policy discourse around climate change in which 

this is the case. The research participants embody the issue into a wider context of 

social stability, which they see is brought into jeopardy by a range of interconnected 

issues such as resource depletion, deforestation, pollution, loss of biodiversity, 

economic instability and climate change.  

In terms of solutions to climate change, the interviewees showed not much belief 

that technological attempts can deliver solutions with10o029*25ut a cultural change 

taking place at the same time. While most respondents see that science and technology 

will play a major role as tools used along the way of finding solutions, the way itself 

however has to be a cultural paradigm shift away from industrialist-capitalist modes of 

thinking that have resulted in a consumerist lifestyle in the western world. The 

respondents maintained that it is the lifestyle that needs to be changed and not the 

technology that has enabled the consumerist lifestyle in the first place.   

 

What role does scientific knowledge play in their understanding of climate 

change? 

 

On the basis of discussing the documentary “An Inconvenient Truth” (Guggenheim, 

2006), which for some of the respondents was a defining encounter with climate 

change, I have shown that scientific knowledge is not objective, but situated in a 

cultural and political context.  
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Most of the research participants maintained that they understand the scientific 

knowledge about climate change in an alarming way. I have substantiated this finding 

by pointing out the use of phrases like cataclysmic events, catastrophes or mass-

extinction, which are terms that featured the vocabulary of my respondents when they 

were talking about scientifically predicted climate change scenarios. This shows that 

the main role of scientific knowledge in shaping the respondent’s discourse on climate 

change was in terms of politically advertising climate change as a potential threat. In 

this way, the scientific knowledge claims are political in that they can be used to 

defend and promote alternative lifestyle choices. 

 

How are their understandings expressed in their everyday social practices? 

 

Discourses manifest themselves in the world in various ways. One of these ways is 

social interaction and the practices that shape this interaction. On the basis of 

elucidating the respondents’ motivations for participating in community initiatives 

based in or connected to Waitati, I found that climate change was not the most 

motivating factor.  Instead, what made the respondents participate in the initiatives is 

rooted in a parent discourse of which I have conceptualised four core values. These are 

a global moral responsibility, social justice, harmony between the human and the non-

human world, and social togetherness.  

The parent discourse provides the basis for the participants to understand climate 

change in ways that are meaningful to them. Through their social interaction in 

community initiatives they express this meaningfulness in various ways. 

 

How do their understandings relate to the theme of transition? 

 

I found that that the respondents showed reluctance in accepting the label Transition 

Town in the sense of a political structure. Apparently, the interviewees feared to end 

up getting politicised in ways they had no say in. The underlying idea of Transition 

however was usually embraced, and it was understood that the name Transition Town, 

seen as a nonaligned descriptor as opposed to a political driving force, provides a 
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means of linking together the various community initiatives and incorporating them 

into a broader cultural and spiritual vision of abundant and resilient communities, 

living in harmony with their natural surroundings.  

Scientific knowledge played a role in advertising climate change as a potential 

threat and can thus be used politically in terms of gathering support for taking action 

on the matter. The idea of transition negotiates the understanding of climate change as 

a threat and problem with the understanding that responding to the issue provides 

opportunities to pursue a positive vision. Hence, the idea of transition combines both, 

responding to a threat and highlighting that by doing so, opportunities for turning 

positive visions into reality are opened up.   

 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

 

Through sustained interaction with the participants of the Waitati Transition Town, 

I have successfully gained insights into their understanding of climate change. 

Significantly I have found that their understanding of climate change reflects the 

cultural and spiritual contingency of knowledge. In the world of today, this 

contingency is not recognised to its full extent. I hope that this thesis contributes to 

rethinking the process of knowledge production and helps creating dialogue between 

realist and constructivist understandings of the world. Especially in terms of politics, I 

see the need to rethink the authoritative role that scientific knowledge plays in terms of 

how issues like climate change are approached. The understanding that knowledge is 

always situated in discourse means that a marginalisation of alternative perspectives, 

for reasons that pertain to a lacking objectivity, is unjustified.  

The participants of the Waitati Transition Town exemplify how climate change can 

be understood in a way that presents an alternative to the dominant science-policy 

approach. I have made visible the power of the idea of transition, based on the thought 

that responding to the threatening prospects of climate change and other socio-

ecological and socio-economic concerns opens up the possibility to not only solve 

problems but also to explore ways of creating abundant communities based on the core 

values of moral responsibility, social justice, harmony and togetherness. 
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In this sense… 

 

Figure 15 – Viva Waitati (2011, author’s own photograph) 
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7 APPENDIX 
 

APPENDIX 1 – INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Overarching tOverarching tOverarching tOverarching themehemehemeheme    RelevanRelevanRelevanRelevant qt qt qt questionsuestionsuestionsuestions    

Personal relationship with 

Waitati and the WTT 
• What distinguishes Waitati or the Blueskin area 

from other places? 

• Why are you participating in the WTT? 

• What is your history of involvement in the 
WTT? 

• What is your opinion on the community aspect 
of Transition Towns? 

• What did change for you when you started 
calling Waitati a Transition Town? 

• When and why did you move to Waitati? 

Understanding climate 

change 
• How would you describe the phenomenon of 

climate change to someone who is unacquainted 

with the term? 

• What visual images come to your mind when 
you think about climate change? 

• What are your sources of information about 
climate change? 

• Concerning climate change, what is your opinion 

on / your faith in science and technology? 

• How do you go about the uncertainties in the 
science? 

• What were the circumstances of your first 
encounter with climate change? 

• For you, which term is more suitable: global 

warming or climate change? 

• How do you see the relationship between climate 
change and other issues such as peak oil, 

environmental degradation, and biodiversity 

loss? 

• What does the slogan ‘think globally, act locally’ 
mean to you? 

Motivations to take action • Is climate change a motivation for you to do 
what you are doing? 

• If it turned out that climate change is a hoax, in 
how far would that matter to what you’re doing? 

• What did change for you personally when you 
became aware of climate change? 

• What does ‘transition’ mean to you? 

• How important is the label ‘Transition Town’ in 
terms of motivating you? 
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APPENDIX 2 – INFORMATION SHEET AND CONSENT FORM 

 

UNDERSTANDING CLIMATE CHANGE 

INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS 

 

Thank you for showing an interest in this project.  Please read this information sheet 

carefully before deciding whether or not to participate.  If you decide to participate we 

thank you.  If you decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you of any 

kind and we thank you for considering our request.   

What is the Aim of the Project? 

This research project is carried out as partial fulfilment of the degree of Master of Arts 

in Geography. The main aim of the project is to characterise the understanding of 

climate change that has been adopted by participants of the Waitati Transition Town 

and how this translates into motivation to engage with it. 

What Type of Participant is being sought? 

Participation is sought from people that are involved in the Waitati Transition Town 

and are aged 18 and over. The involvement should at least extend on sporadic 

participation in community events held under the umbrella of the Waitati Transition 

Town initiatives.  

Please be aware that you may decide not to take part in the project without any 

disadvantage to yourself of any kind. 

What will Participants be Asked to Do? 

Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to participate in an 

interview of approximately 30 minutes duration. This will either be carried out in a 

one-on-one context or in a group interview.  

Can Participants Change their Mind and Withdraw from the Project? 

You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time and without any 

disadvantage to yourself of any kind. 

What Data or Information will be collected and What Use will be made of it? 

During the interview, questions concerning your engagement with the Waitati 

Transition Town and your personal views on the subject of climate change will be 

asked.  
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To provide for a detailed reference for the data analysis, the interviews will be audio-

taped. These and all other data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only 

those mentioned below will be able to gain access to it. At the end of the project, the 

audio-tapes and any personal information will be destroyed immediately except that, as 

required by the University's research policy, any raw data on which the results of the 

project depend will be retained in secure storage for five years, after which it will be 

destroyed. 

Reasonable precautions will be taken to protect and destroy data gathered by email.  

However, the security of electronically transmitted information cannot be guaranteed. 

Caution is advised in the electronic transmission of sensitive material. 

The interviews will involve an open-questioning technique where the precise nature of 

the questions which will be asked have not been determined in advance, but will 

depend on the way in which the interview develops. Consequently, although the 

University of Otago Human Ethics Committee is aware of the general areas to be 

explored in the interview, the Committee has not been able to review the precise 

questions to be used. 

In the event that the line of questioning does develop in such a way that you feel 

hesitant or uncomfortable you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any 

particular question(s) and also that you may withdraw from the project at any stage 

without any disadvantage to yourself of any kind. 

The research is internally funded within the Department of Geography. No commercial 

use of the data will be made. 

The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of 

Otago Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve 

your anonymity. 

You are most welcome to request a copy of the results of the project should you wish. 

What if Participants have any Questions? 

If you have any questions about this project, either now or in the future, please feel 

free to contact either: 

Martin Lehmkoester   or  Dr. Charlotte Chambers 

Department of Geography    Department of Geography 

University Telephone Number:    University Telephone Number: 

03-479-3766      03-479-9126 

Email: lehma600@student.otago.ac.nz  Email: 

cnlc@geography.otago.ac.nz 
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UNDERSTANDING CLIMATE CHANGE 

CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS 

 

I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is 

about.  All my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  I understand that I 

am free to request further information at any stage. 

I know that:- 

1. my participation in the project is entirely voluntary; 

2. I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage; 

3. the audio-tapes will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project but any raw 

data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure 

storage for five years, after which it will be destroyed; 

4. this project involves an open-questioning technique where the precise nature of 

the questions which will be asked have not been determined in advance, but 

will depend on the way in which the interview develops and that in the event 

that the line of questioning develops in such a way that I feel hesitant or 

uncomfortable I may decline to answer any particular question(s) and/or may 

withdraw from the project without any disadvantage of any kind; 

5. The results of the project may be published and available in the University of 

Otago Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to 

preserve my anonymity if I wish so. 

o  You can use my name when citing me. 

o  I want to stay anonymous. 

 

I agree to take part in this project. 

 

 

.............................................................................   ............................... 

      (Signature of participant)     (Date) 

 

 


